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ABSTRACT 

Although the uncovered interest parity (UIP) condition has played an important role 

in many theoretical and empirical models of open-economy macroeconomics, the 

conventional empirical test for the validity of UIP has shown that the null hypothesis of the 

UIP condition is almost always rejected and, especially, the slope estimate of the forward 

premium is significantly negative. Four different approaches to explaining this UIP puzzle 

have been introduced so fer, but none of them has succeeded in providing a folly acceptable 

rationale and empirical test result. The present paper investigates the UIP puzzle using the 

threshold cointegration approach for major four currencies: the Canadian dollar, the Japanese 

yen, the German mark, and the British pound. We find that the slope estimate of the forward 

premium in the context of the threshold vector error-correction model (TVECM) has a 

positive or negative sign, depending on currencies. Based on this finding, we conclude that 

the threshold cointegration approach does not provide robust evidence for the UIP condition, 

and that the UIP puzzle remains partially unsolved. However, our paper gives some 

contributions to the study of the UIP puzzle and the application of the threshold cointegration 

approach. First, we provide a general review of the theoretical and empirical studies on the 

UIP condition including the threshold cointegration approach. Second, we find that the spot 

and forward exchange rates for the four major currencies have a bivariate threshold 

cointegration property. Third, we estimated the band TVECM for the spot and forward 

exchange rates of these currencies. Forth, we constructed out-of-sample forecasts using the 

TVECM and four alternative models, and found that the TVECM has the best forecasting 

ability based on root-mean-square-error (RMSE) and mean-absolute-error (MAE) criteria. 

According to this finding, the estimated TVECM can be used as a predictor of short-term 

movements in exchange rates although the estimated results are inconsistent with the UIP 

condition. 
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CHAPTER 1. INTRODUCTION 

The hypothesis of uncovered interest parity (hereafter UIP) has played an important 

role in understanding exchange rate movements, especially in Dornbusch's (1976) extension 

of the Mundell-Flemming model It has also been a cornerstone of many theoretical and 

empirical models of open-economy macroeconomics. Without UIP, these models lack an 

essential element so that their results might be misleading. As a result, the validity of UIP has 

been one of the most challenging topics of international economics over the last thirty years. 

Simply speaking, UIP implies that the expected future change in the spot exchange 

rate must be fully determined by the interest rate differential (or the forward premium) 

between two countries under three basic assumptions: no default risk in both domestic and 

foreign assets, market participants' risk neutrality and rational expectations.1 The large 

literature on UIP, however, indicates that the exchange rate change does not have one-to-one 

relationship with the interest differential (or the forward premium) and, furthermore, these 

two variables are negatively correlated with each other contrary to that implied by UIP. In a 

survey of 75 published estimates of the slope coefficient from the regression of the future 

change in the spot exchange rate on the current forward premium, Froot (1990) found that the 

average point estimate of the slope coefficient is -0.88 and that only a few of the estimates 

have the positive sign predicted by UIP. 

Early studies on UIP attributed this contradiction to the existence of forward risk 

premia in foreign exchange markets, relaxing the assumption of risk neutrality. Fama (1984) 

and Bilson (1981, 1985) investigated the UIP puzzle and interpreted it as evidence of risk 

1 The forward premium is the percentage difference between the current forward and spot exchange rates. 
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premia on holding foreign exchange. Domowitz and Hakkio (1985), Diebold and Pauly 

(1988) and Koning and Straetmans (1997) considered time-varying forward risk premia in 

the context of the autoregressive conditional heteroskedasticity (ARCH) model and the 

structural heteroskedasticity model as the cause of the UIP puzzle. On the other hand, some 

studies took a different path, explaining the UIP puzzle as a violation of rational 

expectations. Using market survey data, Frankel and Froot (1987) and Froot and Frankel 

(1989) presented evidence that market participants' expectations could be irrational. Their 

approach, however, has not provided a plausible rationale for the market participants' 

systematic irrationality. Lewis (1994) and Evans and Lewis (1995) seek to explain the 

systematic forward exchange rate forecast errors without violating the rational expectation 

assumption. Their approach shows that the estimate of the slope coefficient could be 

downward biased as the result of a "peso problem" effect or rational learning. McCallum 

(1994) suggested that even if the UIP condition holds, the slope coefficient could be less than 

unity as long as policy interventions create frictions in the foreign exchange market. 

Meredith and Chinn (1998) attempted to generalize McCallum's idea by incorporating output 

and inflation into a policy response function and testing the UIP condition with considerably 

longer maturity data. However, none of these approaches has provided a satisfactory 

explanation of the UIP puzzle. 

This paper takes a completely different approach from the previous rationales for the 

UIP puzzle. The main idea of this paper is that the UIP puzzle is due to a failure to 

adequately model the stochastic features of the data generating process as well as a failure to 

give suitable theoretical rationales. The threshold cointegration model will be introduced and 

estimated to model the particular time series behavior of spot and forward exchange rates. In 
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a conventional cointegration (or an error correction) model, the adjustment process of a 

deviation to the long-run equilibrium relationship is modeled as being linear. However, when 

there are market frictions or discrete policy responses, no adjustment process from a 

deviation to the long-run equilibrium takes place until the deviation reaches a certain 

threshold. In other words, the recovery process to the long-run equilibrium begins to work 

only if the deviation is so large as to exceed the threshold. Since Balke and Fomby (1997) 

proposed a threshold cointegration approach, many authors have applied this method to 

various topics. Balke and Fomby themselves examined the relationship between the Fed 

Funds rate and the Discount rate. Michael, Nobay and Peel (1997) used threshold 

cointegration to investigate purchasing power parity (PPP) in the presence of transaction 

costs. Weidmann (1997) used it to study the long-run Fisher effect under market intervention 

by a central bank. Balke and Wohar (1997) applied the approach to covered interest parity 

(CEP). Coakley and Fuertes (1999) used this method to test the forward rate unbiased 

hypothesis (FRUH). 

In this paper, we will apply a band threshold vector error correction model (TVECM) 

in an effort to capture a threshold cointegration relationship between spot and forward 

exchange rates. Then, we will examine the validity of the band TVECM as an explanation of 

the UIP puzzle. The data set that will be used in this paper are 4 major currencies whose 

values are measured against the U.S. dollar: the Canadian dollar, the Japanese yen, the 

German mark, and the British pound. 

The contents of this paper are organized as follows. In chapter 2, we elaborate on the 

concepts of UIP and covered interest parity (CIP). Chapter 3 provides a more detailed 

review of the theoretical and empirical literature on UIP. In chapter 4, we attempt to test UIP 
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by a threshold cointegration approach that is clearly different from previous approaches to 

the UIP puzzle. The band TVECM is introduced and estimated. Chapter 5 concludes. 
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CHAPTER 2. UNCOVERED INTEREST PARITY (UIP) 

To explain UIP, it is easier to begin with covered interest parity (hereafter CIP). 

Suppose that both domestic and foreign assets are free of default risk, and that the conditions 

for risk-free arbitrage are satisfied. Under these assumptions, foreign assets on which forward 

cover has been obtained are perfect substitutes for domestic assets. Then, arbitrage 

transactions bring the gross return on a unit of domestic currency invested in domestic assets 

into equality with the gross return from taking one unit of domestic currency and buying 1/St 

units of foreign currency, where 5, is the spot exchange rate, investing it in foreign assets, 

and selling the gross return forward at the forward exchange rate (F,). Because this entire 

process can be conducted at time t, it involves no risk. Algebraically, CIP can be written as: 

( i  +  >  =  ( i  +  ( i  >  
& , 

where S, and Fu+t are, respectively, the spot and k-period-forward exchange rates in levels 

expressed as the price of foreign currency in terms of domestic currency at time t, and /,,* and 

i'ik are, respectively, the k-period net interest rates on domestic and foreign assets that are 

identical in all respects except for the currency of denomination at time t. 

Taking the logarithm of both sides of equation (1) and using the approximation 

ln(l+i,) * i,gives the CIP condition: 

"  ' I k  ( 2 )  
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wherefv+k and s, are the logarithmic expressions of F,,,+k and S,.2 The left-hand-side is called 

the forward premium (or forward discount) on the domestic currency.3 Many empirical 

studies on the major industrial countries have indicated that deviations from CIP probably lie 

within transaction costs.4 

Substituting the expected future spot rate for f J+k in (2) gives the UIP condition: 

E,s t  + k  -  »,  =  -  i ' .k  (3)  

where E, is the expectation operator and j,+& is the tog of the spot exchange rate at time t+k. 

The log of the expected future spot exchange rate Ets„k is not necessarily the log of the 

forward exchange rate /?,,•*.5 The UIP condition expressed as equation (3) implies that the 

expected change in the spot exchange rate equals the current interest differential between two 

countries.6 

Equation (3) is, however, not directly testable because the future spot exchange rate 

Sr>* is not known at time t. Hence, the measurement of market expectations of the future spot 

exchange rate Etsl+k is very important for deciding the behavior of equation (3). If market 

participants form rational expectations of the future spot exchange rate, the future spot 

exchange rate equals the rationally expected value at time t plus a white noise error term at 

2 The logarithmic expression for the spot and forward rates are independent of the way exchange rates are 
quoted. If the rates are not expressed in logarithmic form, Siegel's paradox (1972) would result 
3 Many authors use the forward discount rather than the forward premium because it can be easily positive and 
negative. 
4 See Branson (1969), Aliber (1973), Frenkel and Levich (1975,1977) and Clinton (1988). 
5 Hereafter, even though we do not use the expression of log the spot and forward exchange rate are always 
expressed in log form. 
6 Ifwe abandon the investors' risk neutrality assumption in UIP, the forward exchange rate can be expressed as 
the expected future spot rate plus a forward risk premium. Incorporating a forward risk premium into UIP gives: 
E,sl+t -j, = i[Jc - i' k -Jttk , where JCtJc is a forward risk premium to compensate for the risk of holding 

foreign assets over domestic assets. 
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time t+k, Gt+k, that is orthogonal to all information available at time t.7 This result comes 

from the property of rational expectation forecast errors that E\e,+k 10,1=0 , where 

£[ | O,] denotes the mathematical expectation conditional on all information available at time 

t We can express this idea as the following simple equation: 

£,*»,>* =*,•* ~e,+k (4) 

where £* denotes the rational expectation. Substituting equation (4) into (3) and rearranging 

yields: 

s,+k ~st= (hjt - i',jt ) + £,*k (5) 

In equation (5), all variables except the disturbance term are observable. Furthermore, the 

disturbance term is uncorrected with itJt -i]\. So, we are able to test the equation (5) using 

the following regression equation: 

= « + £(',> -i'jt) + (6) 

where A is the backward difference operator and is an error term that has conditional 

expectation zero. If we assume that u,+k is uncorrected with the interest differential, we can 

estimate ft using ordinary least squares (OLS) and apply standard t-tests and F-tests to test 

the joint null hypothesis Ho: a=0, 0=1 and the error term has a conditional mean of zero.8 

7 The error term can be allowed to follow a martingale difference process, which encompasses a sequence of 
errors with different variances. 
1 Non-zero values of the constant term can be accepted under UIP. Meredith and Chinn (1998) give three 
reasons. First, Jensen's inequality implies that the expectation of a ratio is not the same as the ratio of 
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CHAPTER 3. LITERATURE REVIEW ON UIP 

/. Early studies on UIP 

In practice, the forward premium (or discount) often substitutes for the interest 

differential in equation (6) because CIP is widely believed to hold. Hence, the early studies 

presented below will actually be based on the forward premium (or discount) instead of the 

interest differential. 

Fama (1984) regresses the change in the spot exchange rate on the forward premium: 

=  a  +  p i f ,  - s , )  +  k,+i (7) 

where A is the backward difference operator and u,+l is an error term that has conditional 

expectation zero relative to period t information. If the forward premium is an unbiased 

predictor of the future change in the spot exchange rate, then f$ must be unity in (7). The 

results of this regression using the dollar exchange rate against the Canadian dollar, the 

German mark, the British pound and the Japanese yen over the floating exchange rate period 

from 1973 to 1982 show that the estimates of f} are -0.87, -1.32, -0.90 and -0.29, 

respectively, which are all significantly negative and, therefore, significantly different from 

unity.9 Levich (1979), Biison (1981, 1985), Longworth (1981), and Huang (1989) provide 

expectations. Second, the constant term may reflect a constant exchange forward risk premium if we relax the 
risk neutrality assumption. Third, the constant term may include the default risk of holding assets. 
9 Fama (1984) originally used die data of 9 countries (Belgium, Canada, France, Italy, Japan, Netherlands, 
Switzerland, United Kingdom, West Germany). The estimates of the remaining currencies are -1.58 (Belgium), 
-0.87 (France), -0.51 (Italy), -1.43 (Netherlands) and -1.14 (Switzerland). 
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similar results over other sample periods and currencies.10 This result is often referred to as 

the forward discount anomaly, the forward discount bias or the forward discount puzzle.11 

Others have regressed the spot exchange rate on the lagged forward rate:12 

s,+l = a + Pft + «,+, (8) 

In the above equation, the UIP condition is rejected if P is significantly different from unity 

and/or the error term is not white noise. This equation implies that if the foreign exchange 

market is efficient, the forward exchange rate should be an unbiased estimator of the future 

spot exchange rate.13 This argument is also called the forward rate unbiased hypothesis 

(FRUH). Most empirical results from this regression show that the OLS estimate of fi is close 

to unity. 

The OLS estimates of P over equations (7) and (8) are strikingly different in both 

magnitude and sign, even for the same data and sample period. One explanation provided by 

Taylor (1995) is that when equation (7) is the true model, the OLS estimator of the slope 

coefficient in regression equation (8) is spuriously driven to one. In particular, equation (7) 

can be reparameterized as: 

s,+l = a + pf ,  + [(1 -  P ) s ,  + k,+i] (9) 

10 Some authors have regressed the forecast error instead of the spot exchange rate change on the forward 
premium: - ft =a+y(f, -j,)+Mr+1. This equation is the same as equation (7) withy = 0-1. 
11 However, McCallum (1994) finds that when estimates are obtained for equation (7) with As,v for j=2,3, 
instead of j=l, the slope coefficient estimates revert to unity, similar to those for equation (8). 
12 See Frenkel (1976), Levich (1979% Frenkel (1981), Bilson (1981), Longworth (1981), Edwards (1983), and 
Chiang (1986, 1988). 
13 The other popular method of testing UIP (or the forward rate unbiasedness hypothesis), based on equation (8), 
is As,+1 =a+0tf, +um. 
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The ordinary least square (OLS) estimates in equation (9) are obtained through minimizing 

the sum of squared residuals which is minimized when the estimate of p equals unity. This 

intuition implies that the OLS method will drive the P estimate in equation (9) toward unity 

regardless of the true value of p. 

If both st and f, are nonstationary then the standard sampling theory is not applicable 

and standard hypotheses tests are not reliable any more in the regression of s,+/ on f. If st and 

ft are nonstationary and not cointegrated then equation (7) involves a regression of a 

stationary variable on a nonstationary variable (and a nonstationary error term), which is also 

a nonstandard regression. However, the nonstationarity of st and f does not fully rationalize 

the difference between the estimates of P obtained from equations (7) and (8). If st and J?are 

nonstationary but co integrated, then the OLS estimator of P in (8) is superconsistent and the 

estimator of p in (7) is consistent. 

2. Theoretical and empirical studies on the UIP puzzle 

The fact that the OLS estimates of P using equation (7) are inconsistent with 

theoretical values under UIP requires us to give plausible explanations for the puzzle. 

Investigating the relevant literature on the UIP puzzle provides at least four clearly different 

types of approach. Before we begin to explore each approach in more detail, let us provide 

clear definitions of some language that will be used often in the later section of this paper. 

The forward risk premium (ft- E#t+i) is the log of the forward exchange rate minus the log of 

the expected future spot exchange rate. The expectational error (Efit+i - st+i) is the expected 
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log of the future spot exchange rate minus the realized log of the future spot exchange rate. 

The forward exchange rate forecast error (ft - st+i) is the log of the forward exchange rate 

minus the log of the spot exchange rate. Under risk neutrality and the rational expectations 

assumption, the forward risk premium becomes zero and expectational errors become a white 

noise process. Figure 1 shows the relationship among these three variables. 

expectational error forward risk premium 
(E/St+I ' St+l) (ft * EtSr+l) 

1—  ̂ 1—^—I 
Jt>l E, sM (inobservable) f 

| 

r * 
i forward exchange rate forecast error 

(ft—St+0 

Figure 1. The relationship among st+i, E#t+i and f. 

The first approach to the explanation of the UIP puzzle is that the deviation of the 

slope estimate from unity is due to a forward risk premium to compensate for holding foreign 

assets relative to domestic assets. The second approach considered is that the market 

partkipants' expectation for the future spot rate is irrational and thus the expectational errors 

(£a+/ - st+/) in the spot exchange rate are systematically correlated with the forward 

premium or the interest differential.14 The third approach is the so-called "peso problem" 

14 This argument implies that Etst+l * E^st+l =sf>, -f,+1 , where £* denotes the rational expectation and 

£r+l is uncorrdated with all information available at time t+l, and that cov(£fsf+l -sr,i, ~i') * 0 or 

cov(fX+i -s„f, -st)*0. 
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effect which refers to the possibility that the market participants' expectations reflect a major 

policy shift that does not occur in the sample period. Finally, the joint consideration of a 

monetary policy response function with UIP enables us to explain an OLS estimate that is 

much different from unity. We will examine each approach in detail in the following 

sections. 

1) The forward risk premium approach 

Fama (1984) argued that the negative deviation from unity of the slope coefficient in 

equation (7) is possible if the forward risk premium on holding foreign exchange is 

extremely high and volatile. Adding a forward risk premium, 7tt, and assuming rational 

expectations, we obtain the following representation of UIP: 

f,+, - s, = /, - s, - 7t, + e(10 ) 

where e^i is a white noise forecast error. We can test equation (10) using the following 

regression equation: 

Asf+I = <* + £(/, -st)-yxt  + u,+1 (11) 

The OLS estimator of/? is:15 

, _cov(g,,M-,.,«,) + «».) 

vat(/,-»,) * * «r(/,-î,) 

15 The numerator of the below equation can be expanded as follows: 
cov(/f -st) = cov(f, -s„f, -s, -x, +*,) = var(ft  -sr)-cov(ft -s,,xt) 

= vai<yf —jf)-cov(£fsr>, -s, +»„»,) = var<// -5,)-cov(£,5M -j„»,)-var(»,) 
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If equation (11) represents the true model and the forward risk premium is correlated with the 

forward premium, omission of the forward risk premium term induces an omitted variable 

b\as(Prp) in the OLS estimate of/?. 

For the estimate of fi to be below 0.5 in a large sample, the forward risk premium 

must be more volatile than the expected change in the future spot exchange rate, i.e., Varfa) 

> Var(E#t+i-sj}6 In addition, if the estimate of fi in equation (7) is to be negative in a large 

sample, the co variance between the forward risk premium and the expected change in the 

spot exchange rate must be negative, Le., Cov(Efi+i-s,. nJ<0.17 According to Lewis (1994), 

however, neither static nor general equilibrium models can explain Fama's condition that the 

forward risk premium must be more volatile than the expected change in the spot exchange 

rate. 

Because of the theoretical relationship between risk and the second moments of asset 

price distributions, researchers have often modeled the forward risk premium as a function of 

the variance of either the forecast errors or of the exchange rate movements. This is called a 

forward risk premium model with conditional heteroscedasticity. Domowitz and Hakkio 

(1985) and Diebold and Pauly (1987) estimated the UIP relationship within an autoregressive 

conditional heteroskedastisty (ARCH) framework, which is described in the following 

equations. 

16 If p <1/2, then ^varift  -a,)<cov(E,j,+, -s„xt  ) + var(jr,). 

Smce var(/y-jf) = var0rf)+2cov(£fs,>|-j,) , substituting into the above equation 

yields varOr,) > var(£fsf+1 -s,). 

17 If fi <0,then var(/f-s,)<cov(£fjr+1 -st,xt  )+varOr,). 

Since var(/y-jf) = var0rf)+2cov(£,5r>,-s„ f̂)+var(£t5,>l-jf) , substituting into the above equation 

y i e l d s  c o v ( £ , f , + ,  - j , ) + v a r ( £ , S , + 1  - j , ) < 0 w h i c h  i m p l i e s  c o v ( £ , s , + l  - j , , ; t , ) < Q  
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A f , + ,  =  a  +  £ ( / ,  - s t ) - y 7 r t  + e t + l  (13) 

it, = S + 9h„x (14) 

* M / a ,  ~ *«>, /£ ,  )  

A,2>1 =^0 + I^^,-y +^r 
7=1 

(15) 

(16) 

where # represents the conditional information available at time t and z, is some vector of 

weakly exogenous and possibly lagged dependent variables.18 This specification provides a 

very simple model in which the conditional variance of the regression in an autoregressive 

form enters as a regressor and the forward risk premium, a linear function of the standard 

deviation of the conditional variance, affects the future change of the spot exchange rate. The 

empirical results based on this approach, however, do not support UIP. The P estimate still 

remains significantly smaller than unity and is often negative. Also, there is little evidence 

for the ARCH-type regression innovations being strongly related to the forward risk premium. 

These unsatisfactory results imply that the ARCH-type approaches are not appropriate for 

capturing the forward risk premium. 

Another approach, called a forward risk premium model with structural 

heteroscedasticity, links the conditional variance of the disturbance term to the regressors. 

Koning and Straetmans (1997) modeled the observed persistence in volatility by linking the 

conditional variance to the squared forward premium: 

" Domowitz and Hakkio (1985) used -S,)/S, and (Ft  -St  )/St  instead of lnSt>l - InS, and 

Inf  ̂- In 5, in equation (13). 

*,•. =(/, +<r2
u (17) 
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where cr^, <rJ are the variances of white noise process rjt and ut, respectively. In this case, 

the forward risk premium is determined by the forward premium. They estimate the 

following equation using the squared forward premium as a forward risk premium proxy. 

Aa,+, = a + 0(J, - s,)-y)r, + (18) 

(19) 

The results of this approach have been mixed and have not been found to be robust when 

applied to different data sets and sample periods. 

As noted by Lewis (1994), for credible degrees of risk aversion, the forward risk 

premium approach has been so far unable to explain any significant degree of the variation in 

the future change of the spot exchange rate. In other words, the authors have not yet 

succeeded in giving a general explanation for the UIP puzzle through the forward risk 

premium approach. 

2) The irrational forecasting behavior approach19 

The second approach to explaining the UIP puzzle relies on the idea that there may 

exist a systematic bias among market participants for predicting the expected change in the 

spot exchange rate. Frankel and Froot (1990) provided theoretical and empirical evidence for 

this conjecture. Following their study, suppose that the expectational errors (Ea+i - st+t) in 

19 In practice, it is not easy to differentiate between a forward risk premium and a systematic forecasting error 
from observed data. Marton (1994) suggests a way to determine the relative importance of a forward risk 
premium and a systematic expectational error in explaining the UIP puzzle. The study takes joint tests of the 
three parity conditions-UIP, PPP (purchasmg power parity), and RIP (real mterest parity>by relating nommai 
and real mterest differentials and inflation differentials to the same set of variables currently known to investors. 
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the spot exchange rate are systematically correlated with the forward premium.20 This 

relationship can be expressed in the following equation: 

2 , a , + ,  - = # + r ( f  - * , )  +  M m  (20) 

where JJ,+I is a white noise process. If we abandon the rational expectations assumption, 

equation (7) becomes: 

where £a+; is not a rational expectation but an irrational expectation, which allows for 

systematic forecast errors, and £<*/ is a white noise process. Combining the above two 

equations yields: 

In the above equation, even if fi is unity as provided by UIP, a negative slope coefficient (fi-

y) is possible when y is greater than unity. 

Frankel and Froot (1987), Froot and Frankel (1989) have presented some evidence 

suggesting that a market participants' expectations could be systematically biased. They 

tested equation (20) using market survey data to measure the exchange rate expectation. The 

results showed that estimates of y in expression (20) are all positive and around 3.0 for most 

of the data sets studied.21 Such a value would clearly correspond to a slope estimate of-2.0 

in equation (7) if the true fi was unity as implied by UIP. These results imply that a deviation 

20 Forecast errors in exchange market should be random if UIP holds. 
21 The estimates are, respectively, 1.4903,4.8067,6.0725 and 3.2452 for Economist data, MMS 1-month, MMS 
3-month and AMEX survey 

"•*, =* + 0(f, ~S,) + £l+i (21) 

= (a-0) + (P -rX/,  ~s,)  + *,+, (22) 
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of the slope estimate from unity is mainly due to the correlation between the forward 

premium and the expectational errors in the spot exchange rate rather than the high volatility 

of the forward risk premium. They attributed this finding to the irrational behavior arising 

from the presence of heterogeneous traders in the market. 

However, this approach is known to have a major problem. It is not easy to 

rationalize why people continue to forecast the future spot rate irrationally in a systematic 

way. In that regard, McCallum (1994) insisted that the adaptive expectation suggested by 

Frankel and Froot (1987) could compare favorably with this approach. 

3) The "peso problem" approach22 

Even when expectations are rational, the forward premium (or the interest rate 

differential) may be systematically correlated with the expectational errors in the spot 

exchange rate over a short horizon through the "peso problem" effect. A "peso problem" 

arises when market participants anticipate the possibility of a large change in economic 

fundamentals that does not occur in the sample period.23 This phenomenon will tend to 

produce a skewness in the distribution of the forward exchange rate forecast errors even if 

agents' expectations are rational, and thus may generate the apparent evidence of systematic 

forecast errors. Following Lewis (1994), the expected future exchange rate (£a>/) is based 

22 McCallum (1994) also considers how rational learning about a possible past shift in the economic regime can 
cause rational systematic forecast errors. This idea is almost the same as the peso problem except that the 
former concerns past events and the latter concerns future events. 
23 Milton Friedman used this term to explain significantly higher Mexican peso interest rates during the early 
1970s than U S. dollar mterest rates even though the exchange rate had been fixed for a decade. He argued that 
higher Mexican peso mterest rates reflected an expected devaluation of the peso through covered mterest parity. 
The Mexican peso was devaluated in the 1970s (Lewis (1994)). 
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upon the current regime (C), and an alternative regime (A) that coukl be realized in the future 

according to: 

2,,,+. =(l-p,)Et(sl+l\C) + ptEt(s„x I (23) 

where pt is the probability that the current regime (C) will shift to an alternative regime (A). 

For expositional simplicity, suppose that regime A corresponds to a devaluation in home 

currency, so that E/s,+i\A) > EJs,+t\C), but the regime shift does not occur so that in period 

t+1 the exchange rate is in feet generated by the current regime (C). Therefore, the 

expectational errors (ptn) will be: 

A., - *« - = (<„ - E,(s„, IO) + p,(E,(s„t IO - | A)) (24) 

where indicates a realization of the exchange rate from regime C. 

Now, under the "peso problem" effect, the UTP condition can be rewritten as follows: 

*,+. -*,=/, -•$,+/>,>. (25) 

We can test equation (25) using the following regression equation: 

As,+I = a + pijt -s,)+Qp^x + uf>, (26) 

where u,+i is a white noise process. The OLS estimator of fi is:24 

24 p ~s„st+\ -Jf) cov(/, - s„f, -s, +/),+:) x ( COv(/t S„ p M )  t ( COyjEtsM - s„p,+1) 
var(/, -$,) varvar(/,-s,) var(Ersr+t-st) 
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A _ C O  \ i f t-S„S,H-S t)  
var(/, -5,)  

= 1-^, wAere ^ "cov(£,j„t -sf,p„,) 
, var(£,s(+I -*,) 

j (27) 

If the estimate of fi is to be less than unity, the covariance between the expected change in 

spot exchange rates and the expectational errors must be negative. To show this possibility, 

assume that the conditional forecasts upon each regime are uncorrected. Then the numerator 

of equation (27) can be displayed as follows:25 

The covariance between the expected change in spot exchange rates and the expectational 

errors can be negative when the probability-weighted variance of the exchange rate in regime 

A exceeds its counterpart in regime C. If the probability (p,) of regime A is sufficiently large, 

the covariance will be negative. 

The intuition behind this result is straightforward. During an anticipated future 

change from regime C to regime A, the market expects a weaker domestic currency than is 

realized ex post. The forward premium reflects the expected change in the exchange rate that, 

in turn, depends upon the probability (pt) of regime A. However, since the realized regime is 

in fact C, the expectational errors tend to reflect unexpected systematic appreciation in the 

domestic currency. This interaction generates a negative covariance between the 

expectational errors and the forward premium when the probability of regime A in the market 

Cov(£r As,+1, pr+I ) = p, [(1 - p, )Var(Et A*£, ) - p,Var(Etbs^ )] (28) 

25 cov(£f5t+l -S,,pf+1 ) = cov((l-p,)£,Ar,c+l -E,se
M +pt(Ets^ -£,*£,)) = 

= cov((l-pf)£fAsf+l + pf£fAsf't1,/>,(£,Aîf+, - £,Ar,*i )) = />,((!- pr) var(£,Arf+, ) - />, var( £,As,li )) 
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is sufficiently high. As the market believes regime A less likely, the negative covariance 

between the expectational errors and the forward premium disappears. 

Evans and Lewis (1995) studied this possibility by estimating a switching regime 

model that allows for potential "peso problem" effect in three major U.S. dollar exchange 

rates. They showed that the Fama (1984) coefficient is biased downward as a result of the 

"peso problem" effect. Additionally, they suggested that the standard inference techniques 

based upon assuming that the expectational error and the forward premium are uncorrected 

could be misleading when applied to equation (7). This suggestion implies that a "peso 

problem" effect may introduce an important component of the deviation from unity in the 

estimated slope coefficient. However, they also showed that peso problems alone could not 

explain all the behavior of systematic expectational errors. Even after adjusting for the peso 

problem bias in coefficients and variances, the remaining component of predictable returns 

remains sizable. 

4) The policy intervention approach 

The basic idea of this approach is that policy makers in both home and foreign 

countries have some tendency to smooth the movements of exchange rates. McCallum 

(1994) suggested that even though UIP holds, the estimate of fi can be less than unity as long 

as policy-makers manage the interest rate differential to systematically smooth the interest 

rale and exchange rate changes.26 For example, when exchange rates are expected to fell, 

26 More recently, Anker (1999) readied a similar conclusion in the context of a monetary model for a small 
open economy in which the central bank reacts to exogenous forward risk premium shocks. 
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policy makers will try to smooth the change in spot exchange rate by taking expansionary 

monetary policy. These policy responses might be represented by the following policy 

response equation: 

if =ms, -5M)+z(iM -/;_.)+£ (29) 

where X, y indicate the intensity of the policy response to a change in the spot exchange rate 

and the interest differential, respectively, and Çt denotes an interest rate shock. Recall that 

under the rational expectations assumption with a forward risk premium shock, UTP is 

written as follows: 

='W,'-*, (3°) 

where 7t, denotes the forward risk premium shock, which we will assume follows a white 

noise process. Combining equations (29) and (30) yields: 

E,As,+1 = Mst + y(/,_, - (31) 

The undetermined coefficients method gives the solution for As, : 

As, (32) 

If 7 and X are both positive, the coefficient of (it-i - it-i') will be negative. Hence, for example, 

if y=0.4 and X=0.2, we get a coefficient of-2 in the above relation, which is similar to the 

estimates of /? typically reported for the UIP regression. 
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Thus, the policy intervention approach in which monetary authorities manage interest 

rate differentials so as to resist rapid changes in exchange rates and interest differentials is 

attractive conceptually and capable of partially explaining the UIP puzzle. However, Michael 

(2000) estimated the modified UIP regression developed by McCallum using the extended 

data of McCallum's and found that the estimated coefficient is not consistent with the UIP 

condition. Additionally, the policy reaction function does not include some important 

variables such as inflation and output 

To generalize McCallum's idea, Meredith and Chinn (1998) incorporated output and 

inflation into the policy response function and tested the UIP condition using the interest 

differential with considerably longer maturity data than those employed in the previous 

studies.27128 For financial instruments with maturities ranging from 5 to 10 years, all of the 

coefficients on the interest differentials in the UIP regressions have the correct sign. They 

argue that for relatively short horizons, the failure of UIP may result from temporary forward 

risk premium shocks in the presence of an endogenous monetary policy that is characterized 

by "leaning against the wind" of prevailing exchange rate movements. In the long run, 

exchange rates are driven by macroeconomic "fundamentals" leading to a relation between 

interest rale differentials and exchange rates that should be more consistent with UIP. 

However, almost all of the coefficients on the interest differentials in their paper are still 

much below unity. 

27 Berk and Klass (2001) also use long-term interest rates data to test the UIP relationship. Additionally, they 
employ «change rate expectations derived from PPP instead of actual exchange rates. The results do not 
support the validity of UIP among major industrialized countries' currencies. 
21A notable aspect of almost all published studies is that UIP has been tested using financial instruments with 
relatively short maturities, generally of 12 months or less. 
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Kirikos (2000) combined the policy makers' market intervention approach with the 

"peso problem" approach. In particular, he showed that when policy-makers postulate a 

policy rule, which allows for discrete regime shifts in managing the interest rate differential, 

then the dynamic behavior of the exchange rate and the interest rate differential could be 

described by a stochastic segmented trends representation. In this setting, he tested the UIP 

hypothesis in terms of a statistical test of the cross-equation restrictions on the parameters of 

a Markov switching regimes representation and suggested that the UIP condition cannot be 

rejected for the currencies of Greece, Italy, and Portugal relative to the U.S. dollar.29 

In conclusion, none of the existing approaches to explaining the UIP puzzle 

completely resolves the puzzle. However, the empirical results using the "peso problem" 

approach and the policy intervention approach seem most consistent with UIP. They yield 

positive coefficients that are close to unity. McCallum's idea of combining a policy response 

function with UIP may be the most promising for guiding further research. McCallum 

assumed that policy-makers respond smoothly to the change of the spot exchange rate. Hence, 

the monetary policy response function is a linear function of the change of the spot exchange 

rate at the current period and one period lagged interest rate differentials. However, suppose 

that the monetary authority's response to the change in spot exchange rates is different for a 

small deviation from the long-term equilibrium than it is for a large deviation. This idea 

suggests that the deviation from the long-run equilibrium follows a nonstationary process 

within a certain band but shows mean-reverting behavior outside the band. 

The existing approaches to explaining the UIP puzzle are not appropriate to cope with 

this specific characteristic. Instead, the method to estimate the long run equilibrium 

29 See Engel and Hamilton (1990), Kaminsky (1993), Evans and Lewis (1995), and Kirikos (2000). 
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relationship between the change in the exchange rate and the interest differential must 

consider the level-dependence of the stochastic process. As we will explain in the next 

section, a threshold cointegration model can capture this kind of discrete adjustment of policy 

interventions. The policymakers do not respond to small deviations from the long run 

relationship between the change in the exchange rate and the interest differential However, 

once the deviation from the long-run equilibrium exceeds the band, the mean reverting 

adjustment quickly occurs. 
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CHAPTER 4. UIP AND THRESHOLD COINTEGRATION 

In the previous section, we presented several rationales for the UIP puzzle. From now 

on, we take a completely different approach. The main idea is that the UIP puzzle is due to a 

failure to adequately model the stochastic features of the data generating process. To model 

the particular time series behavior of spot exchange rates and forward exchange rates, the 

threshold cointegration model is introduced and estimated. 

1. Long-run equilibrium relationship and threshold cointegration 

In general, linear combinations of nonstationary time series will also be nonstationary. 

However, a set of nonstationary economic variables may be linked by long-run linear 

equilibrium relationships and, thus, have a tendency not to wander too far from each other in 

the long-run. More formally, there may exist linear combinations of the variables that are 

stationary. If this is true, these variables are called "cointegrated" variables, a concept 

introduced by Granger (1981) and subsequently developed by Engle and Granger (1987). 

Typically, the cointegration error process, Le., the deviation from the long-run equilibrium, is 

assumed to form a linear process, e.g., an AR (p) process. In this case, adjustments to 

disequilibrium are linear. The main features of a linear adjustment process are that the 

adjustment process is symmetric around the mean and the speed of adjustment is constant. 

The co integrated variables are also represented in terms of an error correction model In this 

case, the cointegration relationship among variables gives us a "long-run" equilibrium 
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relationship. In contrast, the error correction representation provides short-run dynamics of 

these variables that show the adjustment process to a deviation to the long-run equilibrium. 

However, when there are market frictions or discrete policy responses of policy 

makers, a deviation can persist for a very long time without evidence of mean reverting 

behavior. For example, transportation costs for a commodity traded in spatially separate 

markets or transaction costs related to the purchase or sale of the commodity can allow 

apparent arbitrage opportunities to persist if the price differences are too small to compensate 

for these costs. Consequently, the behavior of the commodity price may follow a random 

walk within a certain band, but exhibit mean reversion outside the band. Or, there may be 

cases where policymakers' policy responses are asymmetric or discrete so that adjustment to 

a deviation from a long-run relationship may be nonlinear. Balke and Fomby (1997) present 

exchange rate management via target zones, commodity price stabilization programs, and the 

Federal Reserve's Fed Funds rate and Discount rate policies as examples of possible 

asymmetric and discrete policy interventions. For example, when exchange rates are within a 

target zone, central banks may choose not to intervene in foreign exchange markets and, thus, 

exchange rates will seem to be nonstationary during certain intervals. However, once 

exchange rates break the target zone, central banks may intervene in the foreign exchange 

markets and, thus, the exchange rates will show mean reverting behavior during certain 

intervals. 

Balke and Fomby (1997) proposed to model this kind of nonlinear adjustment to a 

deviation from the long-run equilibrium in terms of a threshold cointegration method.30 This 

method recognizes that no adjustment towards long-run equilibrium takes place until the 

30 See Balke and Fomby (1997) for more detailed explanation of threshold cointegration. 
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deviation reaches a certain threshold, at which point a mean reverting adjustment process 

begins to work. The essential distinction between the threshold cointegration process and the 

conventional cointegration process is that in the case of threshold cointegration the 

cointegration error process is nonlinear, following a threshold autoregressive process rather 

than a linear autoregressive process. The definition of a threshold autoregressive (Le., TAR) 

model will be made more precise in the modeling part of this paper. For now, we simply note 

that in a linear AR (p) model of a stationary process Y,, the partial derivatives dY/dY,.j, j = 

1,..., p are constants; in a TAR (p) model of a stationary process Yt, at least some of these 

partial derivatives are state-dependent. 

The threshold cointegration model has been applied to study various topics such as 

purchasing power parity (PPP), the long-term Fisher effect, the Fed Funds rate and the 

Discount rate, the term structure of interest rates, covered interest parity (CIP), and 

uncovered interest parity (UIP). In the next section, we will provide a review of this 

empirical literature. 

2. Literature review on the application of threshold cointegration 

Balke and Fomby's (1997) introduction of the threshold cointegration model 

included an application to the relationship between the Fed Funds rate and the Discount rate. 

Assume that these rates are unit root processes and the Federal Reserve conducts monetary 

policy to maintain a particular linear combination of these rates (Le., the spread) close to 

zero. Consequently, the two rates are co integrated. However, suppose that the Federal 

Reserve only takes action when the spread is sufficiently far from zero. Then the spread will 
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follow a threshold autoregression rather than a linear autoregression and, by definition, the 

Fed Funds rate and Discount rate will follow a threshold cointegration process. Using 

monthly data from January 1955 to December 1990, Balke and Fomby (1997) found that the 

Fed Funds rate and the Discount rate are co integrated and can be characterized by threshold 

cointegration. As long as the spread between the two rates is in the range (-0.2, 1.6), there 

does not appear to be any mean reversion. However, when the spread is greater than 1.6 

percentage points or less than -0.2 percentage points there is evidence of mean reversion (to 

an equilibrium band rather than to an equilibrium point). 

Michael, Nobay and Peel (1997) investigated the possibility that incorporating 

transaction costs into equilibrium models of real exchange rate determination may cause 

nonlinear adjustment toward purchasing power parity (PPP). They argue that transaction 

costs may prevent agents from adjusting continuously, which leads to discrete adjustment 

that can be approximated by a threshold model. Hence, the equilibrium error is modeled as a 

threshold autoregression that is mean-reverting outside a given range and has a unit root 

inside this range. They characterized this nonlinear adjustment process in terms of a smooth 

transition autoregressive (STAR) model because of the aggregation property of heterogenous 

agents. The data set used in their study includes monthly data during the interwar period and 

annual data during two centuries for the United Kingdom, United States, France, and 

Germany. The results of their study clearly reject the linear framework in favor of an 

exponential smooth transition autoregressive process. The systematic pattern in the estimates 

of the nonlinear models provides strong evidence of mean reverting behavior of PPP 

deviations and helps explain the mixed results of previous studies. 
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Weidmann (1997) used German data to study the possibility that the bivariate 

stochastic process governing the joint behavior of inflation and interest rates depends on the 

level of the variables and that the long-run Fisher effect should be modeled using threshold 

cointegration. Whenever the inflation rate fells in a certain band of tolerable inflation, the 

policy maker does not conduct an active policy. However, if the inflation rate fells outside 

the band, the policy maker actively pursues a monetary policy that aims to bring inflation 

back inside the band. Consequently, inflation and interest rates will move like independent 

random walks within the band but they will show mean reversion if inflation breaches the 

threshold. Using a self-exciting threshold autoregressive (SETAR) model, he showed that 

when inflation is between 1.5 and 4.7 percent, the Bundesbank does not take a deliberate 

action, but it engages in a restrictive policy to bring inflation back within the band if inflation 

exceeds the band. 

Balke and Wohar (1998) examined the dynamics of deviations from covered interest 

parity (CIP) using daily data on the U.K. spot and forward exchange rates against the U.S. 

dollar and Euro-deposit interest rates over the period, January 1974 to September 1993. In 

order to examine the persistence of CIP deviations, they used the threshold cointegration 

method in which deviations from covered interest parity that are outside the transaction costs 

band shows less persistence than those that lie inside the band. 

Coakley and Fuertes (1999) used threshold cointegration to explore the stationarity of 

excess foreign exchange returns and the rehabilitation of UIP for the currencies of the G10 

countries and the Swiss franc during a floating exchange rate period, 1976 to 1997. They 

insisted that transaction costs hinder agents from adjusting to a small deviation from the 

long-run equilibrium. Hence, the excess returns show unit root behavior within a certain band 
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and mean reverting behavior outside the band. Their results showed that threshold 

autoregressive dynamics are able to capture a relatively high degree of persistence of a 

deviation within a certain band and quick mean reverting behavior outside the band. 

However, the estimates of the threshold suggest a no-arbitrage band of some 2.4 percent on 

average, which readily exceeds the bid-ask spread. They rationalize this difference by noise 

(or chartist) trading behavior. 

In the next section, we will provide the details of our threshold cointegration 

approach to the UIP puzzle. Our approach differs from Coakley and Fuertes (1999) in several 

ways. First, Coakley and Fuertes (1999) studied not UIP but the forward rate unbiased 

hypothesis (FRTJH). However, our study is designed to explain the UIP puzzle directly. 

Second, Coakley and Fuertes (1999) apply the univariate procedure suggested by Hansen 

(1997). In contrast, we will follow the multivariate procedure provided by Tsay (1998) and 

Lo and Zivot (2000) for modeling the threhold cointegration relationship. Hence, we will 

provide a threshold vector error correction model (TVECM) based on the Granger's 

Representation Theorem (Engle and Granger (1987)). The error correction model provides a 

way to simultaneously capture the long-run equilibrium relationship and the disequilibrium 

adjustment process toward the long-run equilibrium. Third, we will apply a model 

specification test suggested by Lo and Zivot (2000) to see if the band TVECM is appropriate 

for modeling threshold cointegration relationship for UIP. Coakley and Fuertes (1999) study 

was rather ad hoc and did not apply a model specification test to find the appropriate number 

of threshold regimes. 
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3. Methodology 

Without transaction costs, the UIP condition is tested using the following regression 

equation: 

s,*i -s t  =<z + 0(i t-i' t  ) + e,+l (33) 

where s, is the log of the nominal exchange rate, it and i't are the domestic and foreign 

interest rate, respectively, and #+/ is a white noise process. In empirical works, CIP is 

assumed to hold so that equation (33) is often replaced by the following regression: 

f,+, -s t=a + P<J, -s,) + %,+, (34) 

Generally, the joint null hypothesis to be tested is Ho: a=0, ft=l, and ut+i has a conditional 

mean of zero. Most empirical studies have shown that the above joint null hypothesis is 

almost always rejected and, especially, the estimate of /? is significantly negative. The 

rejection of the hypothesis of UIP specified in terms of the regression equation (34) implies 

either that the data do not support the UIP condition or that equation (34) is misspecified for 

modeling the UIP condition. In this paper, we will focus on the latter conjecture. In order to 

capture the behavior of the spot and forward exchange rates more accurately, the general 

bivariate vector autoregressive (VAR) model is considered. If we define Yt = (st, f) ' the 

bivariate VAR model for Yt can be expressed in the form: 

r, =Aa+£,A,r,-,+s, (35) 
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where et is a bivariate vector white noise process, p is the autoregressive order, X* is a 2x1 

column vector, and the At ' s are 2x2 parameter matrices. 

Equation (35) can be reparmeterized as: 

(36) 

where H = (/2 -4 -̂  Ap) and I* = -4*1 -̂ ,>2 for i=l,2,...,p-l. If the 

components of Y, are 1(1) and co integrated with a co integrating vector 5=(1,-1), then the 

vector error correction model for UIP can be expressed as follows: 

= A +£r, AKf_, +£,  
1*1 

(37) 

where 

/**' = 
Iaj 

(i,-i)=n (38) 

Rewriting equation (37) in algebraic form, it becomes: 

«1 

V*2. 
(Z-i -J»-i)+ 

( p~y p-\ > 

+ I0„A/,_, 

$V,A»,_, +ïV„A/,_, 

Z „ X 
(39) 

When p=l, the first row of equation (39) is the same as equation (34). Hence, equation (34) 

can be interpreted as a model that ignores the effect of the lagged differences in the spot and 

forward exchange rates on the current change in the spot exchange rate. Bamhart and 
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Szakmary (1991) estimated equation (39) for four developed countries (Canada, Germany, 

United Kingdom, and Japan) and found that /?/ is still significantly negative when p=2. When 

p=l, Zivot (1997) found similar results, though he did not take into account the United 

Kingdom in his work. 

Now, let us introduce the threshold cointegration approach to the UIP puzzle. 

Threshold cointegration behavior between the spot and forward exchange rates can be 

investigated in terms of a threshold vector error correction model (TVECM) or a threshold 

autoregressive (TAR) model31 The TVECM or TAR model allow the adjustment process of 

a deviation to the long-run equilibrium path to depend on the current state of the system. The 

TVECM or TAR model we will be interested in will have the property that within a certain 

band between an upper threshold and a lower threshold, there is no tendency to move toward 

the equilibrium path, so that deviations from UIP may exhibit unit root behavior within this 

band. Outside the band, the process will be mean reverting.32 If the mean reverting behavior 

is toward an equilibrium line we call the TVECM (TAR model) an "equilibrium TVECM 

(TAR model)". If the mean reverting behavior is simply toward the band, we call the 

TVECM (TAR model) a "band-TVECM (TAR model)". In empirical studies on the 

threshold cointegration relationship between economic variables, the TAR model has been 

widely used relative to the TVECM. However, if there are restrictions imposed by the 

31 See Tong (1983, 1990), Tsay (1989), Chan (1990), Chan and Toog (1990), and Hansen (1996,1997) for more 
details. 
32 Threshold cointegration can also be characterized in terms of a smooth transition autoregressive (STAR) 
model. Here, adjustment takes place in every period, but the speed of adjustment varies with the extent of the 
deviation from parity, hi contrast with the TAR model, regime changes occur gradually rather than abruptly. 
See Chan and Tong (1986), Saikkonen and Luukkotien (1988), Granger and Terasvirta (1993), and Terasvirta, 
et. al. (1994) fi*-more details. 
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multivariate structure, multivariate procedures are more appropriate than univariate 

procedures. 

It will be useful at this moment to introduce a basic bivariate three regime threshold 

vector error correction model (TVECM) for the threshold cointegration behavior of UIP.33 

The bivariate threshold vector autoregressive (TVAR) model for Yt can be expressed in the 

form: 

K = (4i + £ 4'Y,-i + e))/„(z,_d £ yi) + (4Î + É A?T'-< + £' < z'-d + 
r>l i=l 

A]Y„, + e))/„(2,_„ >z,) (40) 
1*1 

where e, is a bivariate vector white noise process, p is the autoregressive order, the AJ's are 

2x1 column vectors, and the x/ ' i are 2x2 parameter matrices that apply in regime j, j =1,2,3 

and lag i= 1,2,....,p.34135 The threshold variable z, is assumed to be known whereas the delay 

parameter d, the autoregressive order p and the threshold values, y, and y2, are potentially 

unknown. The three-regimes are determined by the "delay parameter" d, which is a positive 

integer, the parameters y0,yi,y2>r3 and the indicator functions I//y ,d), h/y ,d), I3Jy ,d) 

according to: 

~co = Yo <Y\ <Y2 <r3 
and 

1 if Yj-i < 2,-d J= 1,2,3 
r AYj- i  -Y j )  = (41) 

0 otherwise 

33 The following threshold cointegration procedure for bivariate cases is mainly based on Lo and Zivot (2000). 
34 Et can be a martingale difference sequence, which allows for heteroscedasticity. 
35 Tong (1983) and Tsay (1989) suggest that the AR order for each regime needs not to be same. However, 
Hansen (1999) explains that testing for linearity and the number of regime in SETAR(m) models becomes more 
complex if a different AR order for each regime is allowed. 
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Equation (40) can be reparametrized as: 

Ar, -n"y,„, +i'r>y,„, +er'v„(z,_, sr,)+(A2 -n2i-,„, +£'r>r„, +*,2) 
/=! i»l 

/2,(Z, <z,-i zn)+Wo -n3rf_, + £r3Ar(_, +e?)i3t(z,_d >y2) (42) 

where nJ={i2-A{-Ai A0and ry =-a/+1-a?+2 
aP for j=l,2,3 and i=l,2,...,p-L If the 

components of Y, are 1(1) and co integrated with common co integrating vector (3 =(1,-1) 

within each regime, and if the errors in each regime have a common covariance matrix, then 

UIP is expressed as follows: 

Ar, =(X -c'PX-> +fr-'A%_,y„(;,_, sr,)tw!+£r,JAr„) 
1*1 f*l 

h, (r. < z,-d s/ z ) + (Al  -c3/?y„, + jrr,3Arr_,)/3,(*,_, >z3)+ ,̂ (43) 
/«I 

where 

r 
cJP' = 

\ ° i j  
0,-1)= n j ,  y=1,2,3 (44) 

The TVECM specifies that the adjustment toward the long-run equilibrium relationship /?Yr_, 

is regime specific. For convenience of explanation, assume a TVAR model with p=l and 

d=l, which implies a TVECM with p=0. Then, equation (43) can be expressed as: 

Ar, = (X -c>r ,„I)/„(z,„, S/J+CA2-clpYMVi,<y< 

(Ai-c'^Y,.,)/„(z,., > /,) + £, (45) 
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In the above TVECM, the stability condition |l — c{ +c{| < 1 holds for each regime.36 When 

Af = c2 = 0, equation (45) becomes a band TVECM: 

=(4 )/„(;,_, ^y,)+Wo -c'p'Y^v^z^ >r1)+£t 

Rewriting equation (46) in algebraic form, it becomes: 

(46) 

' 2 j  ' 2 j  
ifl-l _Sf-l) + 

\?ftj 

'fij 

M 
3 
+ fc0 

3 (/z-l -Vl) + 

K C 2)  

if z,-,(=/,-, -s t.x)<Y\ 

if ri < z,-i (=/)-. -Vt)^r2 

if * „ , ( = / „ ,  - V i ) > Z 2  

(47) 

The stability condition for equation (47) is that the cointegration residual z, be stationary in 

the outer regimes. Hence, the stability conditions require [l-c{ +cJ
2 j <1 for j= 1,3. The band 

TVECM of equation (47) has the implication that if the forward premium (zr_, = j,_, -/_,) 

in the exchange market are within a certain band between the lower and upper threshold, then 

the future spot and forward exchange rate follows a random walk without drift; if the forward 

premium reach the upper and lower threshold, then the future change in the spot and forward 

exchange rates depends on the lagged forward premium. 

36 This can be proved in the following way. The cointegrating residual has the regime specific AR(1) process: 
fir, = fi'Al + /**,%_, + fi'e, = fi'Al + fiT,_P'ADY.-x + fi'e, 

= fi'Al + /)TW - fi\\ - + /J's, = fi'Al 4- - fi'c'p-Y,.x + fi'e 

=  W  +  ( 1 -  +  f i ' e ,  

Hence, the cointegrating residual is stable within each regime if |l-/Tcy | = |l ~c{ +c{ | < 1 
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As shown up to now, finding and estimating the appropriate model are not an easy 

task. Balke and Fomby (1997) suggested a procedure to test the threshold cointegration for 

the univariate case and Lo and Zivot (2000) suggested a procedure for the multivariate 

case.37 In this paper, we reconstruct the following test and estimation procedures to find 

whether the spot and forward exchange rates have the threshold nonlinearity property. First, 

we will test a linear cointegration relationship between the spot and forward exchange rates. 

Second, we will estimate a vector error correction model (VECM) and check the slope 

estimate of the forward premium term. Third, once the slope estimate of the forward 

premium term of the VECM is significantly different from unity, we will test a threshold 

nonlinearity relationship for the spot and forward exchange rates. Fourth, if a threshold 

nonlinearity relationship is found, we will estimate the appropriate band TVECM for the UIP 

condition. After that, we will check the parameter estimates to confirm whether the data are 

consistent with threshold cointegration behavior of UIP. If the data support the existence of 

threshold cointegration relationship, the UIP condition needs to be reinterpreted. Instead of 

being true globally, the UIP condition might be locally true in that it does not hold within a 

certain band between the upper and lower threshold but it holds outside the band. Finally, we 

will estimate the out-of-sample forecasts using the TVECM and other four alternative models, 

and compare the forecasting ability based on root-mean-square-error (RMSE) and mean-

absolute-error (MAE) criteria. 

37 According to Lo and Zivot (2000), their suggestions can be combined as the following three-step strategy. 
First, test the null hypothesis of no cointegration against the alternative linear cointegration. Second, if the null 
of no cointegration is rejected, then test for threshold nonlinearity. Finally, if linearity is rejected, consider the 
model specification test of the various threshold cointegration models. 
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4. Empirical analysis 

I) Exchange rate data 

The data used in this paper consist of monthly spot (St) and one-month forward (Ft) 

exchange rates for four major currencies (the Canadian dollar, the Japanese yen, the German 

mark, and the British pound) obtained from Datastream.38 Both rates are transformed into 

logarithmic form and are denoted as s, and f, respectively. All currencies are denominated in 

terms of the U.S. dollar. The sample period covers from July 1978 through June 1996.39 The 

spot and one-month forward exchange rates are observed on the last trading day of each 

month. As a result, the sampling frequency may differ from the time to maturity of one-

month forward contract by one or two days. We do not expect this problem to affect the 

major results of this paper.40 The reason why we focus on monthly data is that when the 

sampling period is shorter than the time to maturity of the forward contract, there exist serial 

correlation problems. 

Figures 2 show the plots of the spot exchange rates for the four major currencies. All 

of them show the behavior of nonstationary time series data. Figures 3 are the plots of 

M We would like to thank Professor Zivot for helping us get the data. The data was originally obtained from 
Datastream by Professor Zivot for his paper "Cointegration and forward and spot exchange rate 
regrcssioos"(2000X 
39 The original data that we got from Professor Zivot begin in January 1976, except for forward exchange rates 
for the Japanese yen which begin m July 1978. We conform the starting month of the Canadian dollar, the 
German mark and the British pound to July 1978 based on the available data of the Japanese yen. 
40 Bekaert and Hodrick (1993) used the data in which there are no sampling errors, and found the estimated 
coefficient is not much different from those under the usual incorrectly sampled data. 
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differenced spot and forward exchange rates for each country. They exhibit the behavior of 

stationary time series data.41 
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Figure 2. Monthly spot exchange rates 

41 The plots of forward and differenced forward exchange rate are omitted because they are almost the same as 
those of spot and differenced spot exchange rate. 
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Figure 3. Differenced monthly spot exchange rates 
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Figures 4 and S show the plots of the forward premium (f t- s,) and the forecast error 

(s,-/./). The plots of the forecast error for each country look like stationary time series data. 

The plots of forward premium are, however, ambiguous. The data series are all highly 

autocorrelated. 
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Figure 4. One-month forward premium 
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Table 1 provides summary statistics of the data. According to the correlation matrix 

of Table 1, the sign of the correlation coefficient between differenced spot rates and forward 

premium has the negative sign for all currencies as expected from the previous studies. The 

variance of the differenced spot and forward exchange rates are much bigger than that of the 

forward premium. 

Table 1. Summary statistics for exchange rate data 

Country Series Obs Mean 
Std. 

Error 
Mm. Max. 

SrSt-i 

Correlation Matrix 

frft-i Art.., Srft-i 
Canada st 216 0.2253 0.0671 0.1139 0.3588 

f 216 0.2266 0.0669 0.1155 0.3611 
srs*, 215 0.0009 0.0136 -0.0352 0.0474 1.000 
frfi-i 215 0.0009 0.0137 -0.0356 0.0509 0.997 1.000 

ft-rSt-i 216 0.0013 0.0015 -0.0048 0.0053 -0.149 -0.124 1.000 
*rfhi 215 -0.0004 0.0140 -0.0367 0.0496 0.995 0.995 -0227 1.000 

Japan s, 216 5.0890 0.3293 4.4257 5.6207 
f, 216 5.0862 0.3284 4.4225 5.6181 

srst-i 215 -0.0029 0.0361 -0.1156 0.0984 1.000 
frU, 215 -0.0029 0.0360 -0.1170 0.0981 1.000 1.000 

ft-rsui 216 -0.0028 0.0027 -0.0116 0.0038 -0.222 -0217 1.000 
SrUi 215 -0.0002 0.0367 -0.1127 0.1025 0.997 0.997 -0286 1.000 

German s, 216 0.6569 02159 03164 1.2109 
ft 216 0.6552 02143 0.3152 12080 

V*i-/ 215 -0.0014 0.0356 -0.0902 0.1036 1.000 
frU, 215 -0.0016 0.0355 •0.0860 0.1041 1.000 1.000 

fi-rSt-i 216 -0.0016 0.0031 -0.0104 0.0060 -0.083 -0.079 1.000 
sr/t-i 215 0.0002 0.0359 •0.0818 0.1071 0.996 0.996 -0.165 1.000 

United s, 216 -0.5177 0.1587 -0.8934 -0.0700 
Kingdom f 216 -0.5157 0.1588 -0.8922 -0.0651 

SrSt./ 215 0.0009 0.0348 -0.1309 0.1398 1.000 
frft-i 215 0.0009 0.0347 -0.1317 0.1391 1.000 1.000 

216 0.0021 0.0024 -0.0058 0.0081 -0.236 -0230 1.000 
srfut 215 -0.0012 0.0353 -0.1358 0.1338 0.998 0.998 -0296 1.000 
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2) Conventional UIP test 

The upper panel of Table 2 shows the results of a conventional UIP test with the 

equation (7) specification, s»+/ - s, = a+P(ft- sj + u, (Model I), in the OLS framework.42 

The individual null hypothesis of fi =1 and the joint null hypothesis of a=0,0=1 are rejected 

at conventional significance levels. Moreover, the slope coefficient estimates are all negative. 

These results are consistent with the previous empirical studies. The lower panel of Table 2 

displays the results of a conventional UIP test with the equation (8) specification, s,+i = a 

+/3fi + u, (Model H). Contrary to the results from the equation (7) specification, we fail to 

reject the null hypothesis of fi =1 at the conventional significance levels for any major 

currency. In addition, we also fail to reject the joint null hypothesis of a=0, fi =/ for any 

currency. The R2, the Durbin-Watson (DW) statistics and the Ljung-Box (̂ -statistics seem to 

be reasonable. These results are also consistent with the previous empirical studies. 

In the above two specifications, however, if we want to adopt the standard t-test and 

F-test, each variable used in the estimation should be stationary. Hence, we need to apply 

unit root tests to the differenced spot exchange rate ($,+/ - st), the forward premium (f - st), the 

spot exchange rate (s,) and the forward exchange rate (/?)• We will display unit root test 

results for these variables and other variables in the following section. The differenced spot 

exchange rate and the forward premium appear to be stationary variables. However, the spot 

and the forward exchange rates appear to be nonstationary variables. 

42 We also estimated UIP condition in a seemingly unrelated regression (SUR) framework. According to Bilson 
(1981), there are two different reasons why we use SUR instead of OLS. First, all of the exchange rates are 
denominated in terms of the U S. dollar, so that economic shocks originated from the U S. will influence all of 
the exchange rates. Second, there has been formal and informal policy coordination in the foreign exchange 
market among major countries. However, the results are not much different from those of OLS. 
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Table 2. Conventional UIP test 

Model I: st+i -s,= a+fj(ft-st) + u, 
a fi t-statistics F-statistics ^2 dw Q(8) Q(16) H R=t n=n a—i 

Canada 0.003-
(0.001) 

-1.602" 
(0.624) 

-4.169— 8.786— 0.030 2.217 8.783 24.052-

Japan -0.010— 
(0.003) 

-2.642— 
(0.890) 

-4.092— 8.376— 0.040 1.953 8.349 21.543 

Germany -0.002 
(0.003) 

-0.661 
(0.780) 

-2.128" 2.268 0.003 2.036 5.681 20.800 

United Kingdom 0.006-
(0.003) 

-2.623" 
(0.958) 

-3.783— 7.289— 0.034 1.934 5.003 20.050 

Model H: st+t — a+ffi + u, 

P 
t-statistics F-statistics R2 DW 0(8) 0(16) Û? P &=1 a=0,5=1 DW 0(8) 0(16) 

Canada 0.004 
(0.003) 

0.978— 
(0.014) 

-1.518 1.241 0.957 2.086 5.473 26.659-

Japan 0.004 
(0.039) 

0.999— 
(0.008) 

-0.119 0.009 0.988 1.792 9.483 20.650 

Germany 0.003 
(0.008) 

0.996— 
(0.011) 

-0.354 0.066 0.973 1.990 6.727 22.405* 

United Kingdom -0.014 
(0.008) 

0.974— 
(0.015) 

-1.680 1.536 0.951 1.771 7.193 19.511 

Note: 1) The number in parenthesis indicates standard emirs. 
2) *, •*, *** denote that the values are significant at the 10%, 5%, and 1% significance level, 

respectively. 
3) DW is the Durbin-Watson statistic. Q(8) and Q(16) are Ljung-Box Q-statistic testing for 

autocorrelation at lags 8 and 16. 

3) Linear cointegration tests 

In the methodology section, we assume that f and s, are cointegrated with a 

cointegrating vector (1, -1) or, equivalently, the forward premium (f,. 5,) is stationary.43 

43 According to the survey of Engel (1996), the empirical results on the stationarity of the forward premium 
have been mixed. In all survey, even though there is a mean-reverting behavior in the forward premium, the 
order of integration is known to be significantly less than one and greater than zero, i.e., they are fractionally 
integrated. 
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Before we test for the cointegration between st and ft, however, we need to determine the 

univariate time series properties of these series. We will investigate the number of unit roots 

in the spot and forward exchange rates using Dickey-Fuller (1979) and Phillips-Perron 

(1988) tests.44,45 Numerous studies have confirmed that the spot and the forward exchange 

rates for major industrialized countries are difference stationary, Le. they are integrated of 

order one.46 According to Table 3, the data used in this paper also confirm this finding that 

both the spot and forward exchange rate have a unit root for all currencies, i.e., they are 1(1). 

In contrast, differenced spot and forward exchange rates, the forward premium and the 

forecast error for each major currency do not have a unit root, Le., they are all 1(0). 

Now, we test for a cointegration relationship between the spot and forward exchange 

rates for both the unrestricted model (UR) and the restricted model (R). 

(LZR) /, =a + p -s, +£„, (48) 

(R) f,-s,=u, (49) 

In equation (48), a co integrating vector is not specified whereas, in equation (49), a 

co integrating vector is specified to be (1, -1). In the case of the unrestricted regression model, 

we conduct two different linear cointegration tests, the traditional Engle-Granger two-step 

approach and Johansen's maximum likelihood ratio test. In the case of the restricted 

regression model, the linear cointegration test with a known cointegration vector (1, -1) is 

44 Additionally, we will test unit root tests for s, - s,.h f - f.i, f, - s* and s, - fut The stationarity of f - s, 
indicates indirectly that spot and forward exchange rate is cointegrated with a comtegrating vector (1,-1). 
Phillips-Perron (1988) test using the RATS program automatically includes a constant term. 
45 On the other hand, Enders and Granger (1998) provided a test of null of no cointegration against the 
alternative threshold nonlinear cointegration using a unit root test in the two regime threshold autoregressive 
(TAR) and momentum-TAR (M-TAR) models. 
46 See Meese and Singleton(1982), Baillie and Bollerslev(1989), Mark(1990), Liu and Maddala(1992), 
Crowdcr(1994X Clarida and Taylor(1997). 
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Table 3. Unit root tests on exchange rates 

* ft St-St-1 ft-St 

Canada ADF test 
r 0.483 
r„ -1.645 
r, -1.703 

0.477 
-1.681 
-1.736 

-15.968— 
-16.002— 
-15.964— 

-15.899— 
-15.931— 
-15.894— 

-3.294— 
-5.245— 
-5.417— 

-15.474— 
-15.455— 
-15.442— 

PPtest r„ -1.537 
r, -1.584 

-1.579 
-1.622 

-16.088— 
-16.048— 

-16.014— 
-15.975— 

-5.169— 
-5.387— 

-15.496— 
-15.483— 

Japan ADF test 
r -0.992(1) 
r„ -0.443(1) 
r, -2.805(1) 

-0.991(1) 
-0.433(1) 
-2.799(1) 

-13.864— 
-13.893— 
-13.907— 

-13.911— 
-13.941— 
-13.957— 

-2.082** 
-2.888" 
-3.095 

-13.437— 
-5.952(5)— 
-6.041(5)— 

PPtest r„ -0.542 
r, -2.423 

-0.538 
-2.416 

-13.907— 
-13.919— 

-13.957— 
-13.970— 

-3.150** 
-3.457** 

-13.454— 
-13.527— 

Germany ADF test 
r -0.856 
rA -0.981 
r, -1.693 

-0.852 
-0.984 
-1.691 

-14.800— 
-9.221— 
-9.228— 

-14.848— 
-9.225— 
-9.233— 

-2.345** 
-2.543 
-3.397* 

-14.576— 
-9.009(1)— 
-9.141(1)— 

PPtest r„ -1.061 
r, -1.774 

-1.064 
-1.770 

-14.802— 
-14.791— 

-14.848— 
-14.840— 

-2.469 
-3.418* 

-14.579— 
-14.686— 

United 
Kingdom 

ADF test 
r -0.829 
 ̂ -1.638 

rr -1.746 

-1.827 
-1.633 
-1.742 

-13.584— 
-13.563— 
-13.532— 

-13.556— 
-13.535— 
-13.504— 

-2.507** 
-3.203** 
-3.294* 

-13.188— 
-13.167— 
-13.194— 

PPtest r„ -1.638 
fr -1.896 

-1.633 
-1.896 

-13.576— 
-13.545— 

-13.548— 
-13.517— 

-3.303** 
-3.413* 

-13.200— 
-13.181— 

Note: 1) The regression equation that can be used to test for the presence of a unit root is given 
as: 
fyt = +4 (1-1 ) 
dy, = ao +ryt.i+ZfriyM + 4 (1-2) 
d y f = o o  + r y t - i + a * + +  4  ( 1 - 3 )  

2) The statistics labeled as r, r„ r,are the corresponding statistics to use for equations (1-
1), (1-2) and (1-3), respectively. Phillips-Perron test always include a constant term. 

3) The number in the parenthesis of ADF indicates the optimally chosen lag length in 
terms of AIC, while it is fixed at 3 for the Phillips and Perron (PP test). 
*. " and *** denote that the values are significant at the 10%, 5%, and 1 % levels, 

4) respectively. 
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simply a unit root test on the forward premium (ft -st). We found in Table 3 that the forward 

premium for each currency does not have a unit root 

Engle-Granger two-step procedure. We can use the two-step procedure provided by 

Engle and Granger (1987). In the first step, we pretest the variables for their order of 

integration. If all variables are integrated of the same order, then we proceed to the second 

step in which we estimate the long-run equilibrium relationship among these variables using 

OLS, save the residuals, and perform a Dickey-Fuller test or an augmented Dickey-Fuller test 

on these residuals.47 In this case, we use the Engle and Yoo (1987) critical values instead of 

the Dickey-Fuller critical values because the residual sequences are created from a regression 

equation and hence different from the true error process.4* 

From the results of the unit root tests on the exchange rates, we found that the spot 

and forward exchange rates for any major currency are 1(1). Next, we estimate the long-run 

equilibrium relationship between the spot and forward exchange rates, alternating each 

variable as the left-hand-side variable. After that, we perform the augmented Dickey-Fuller 

test on the residuals. The detailed Engle-Granger tests are reported in Table 4. According to 

Table 4, we reject the null hypothesis of no linear cointegration between the spot and forward 

exchange rates for the Canadian dollar and the British pound but fail to reject the null 

hypothesis for the Japanese yen and the German mark. As we will give a detailed explanation 

in the later section, the failure to reject the null hypothesis for the latter two currencies is 

closely related to the period of the German unification from 1990 to 1996. Hence, we 

47 In this case, no intercept term is included in the regression of differenced residuals on the lagged residual 
because the residuals have zero mean by the original regression equation including the intercept term. 
41 According to Baillie and BoUcrslev (1989), in finite samples, the estimated residuals will appear more 
stationary than the true value of the residual, and the DF critical values will be numerically too smalt leading to 
a rejection of a unit root in the estimated residuals, Le. finding cointegration, too often. 
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recstimate the ADF t-statistic of the Japanese yen and the German mark excluding the data 

during the German unification period and find that the spot and forward exchange rates for 

these two currencies are co integrated for the subsample period from July 1978 through 

December 1989. The detailed test results are given at the second row of each currency in 

Table 4. Therefore, we conclude that the spot and forward exchange rates for each currency 

are co integrated. The slope estimates are all very close to unity. However, Engle and 

Granger's method has a weakness for testing the null hypothesis of a cointegrating vector 

with (1,-1) because standard t test are not appropriate for testing the hypothesis. 

Table 4. Engle-Granger cointegration test 

Currency 
SrO+P&Ut 

ADF ADF 
Canada -0.002 

(0.000) 
1.002 

(0.002) 
-5.345(0)" 0.002 

(0.000) 
0.997 

(0.001) 
-5.358(0)" 

Japan -0.011 1.003 -3.005(0) 0.012 0.997 -3.004(0) 
(0.003) (0.001) (0.003) (0.001) 

-0.005 1.002 -3.789(2)"" 0.006 0.998 -3.792(2)"* 
(0.005) (0.001) (0.005) (0.001) 

Germany -0.003 1.007 -2.948(0) 0.003 0.993 -2.949(0) 
(0.001) (0.001) (0.001) (0.001) 

0.003 1.000 -4.541(0)"** -0.003 1.000 -4.542(0)*"" 
(0.001) (0.001) (0.001) (0.001) 

United Kingdom -0.002 1.000 -3.443(1)- 0.002 1.000 3.442(1)"" 
(0.001) (0.001) (0.001) (0.001) 

Note: 1) 

2) 

3) 

4) 
5) 

The number in the parenthesis of ADF indicates the optimally chosen lag length in 
terms of AiC under the maximum lag length of 6. 
*, **, *** denote that the values are significant at the 10%, 5%. and 1 % levels, 
respectively. 
The Engle and Yoo (1987) critical values for two variables at the 1%, 5%, and 
10% significance levels are -4.03, -3.37, and -4.07. 
The number in the parenthesis indtoates standard errors. 
The second row of the Japanese yen and the German mark denotes the 
reesb'mated value using the subsample data from July 1978 to December 1989. 
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Johansen cointegration test We can use the likelihood ratio test introduced by Johansen 

(1988) for testing cointegration relationships between spot and forward exchange rates. In 

contrast to the Engle and Granger two-step approach, the Johansen method makes it 

possible to test parameter restrictions.49 The general multivariate Johansen procedure is 

related to the identification of the rank of the matrix FI in the model; 

=A-nr„,+£'r,AK,_, + e, 
i'l 

(50) 

where Yt and 6* are n by 1 column vectors. The rank of n equals the number of cointegration 

vectors. Johansen shows that II can be written as the product of two n by k matrices of rank 

k, Le., n=p8\ In this paper, p and S are 2 by 1 matrices of rank 1 if the spot and forward 

exchange rates are co integrated. Hence, equation (49) can be rewritten in algebraic form as 

follows; 
H 1 

W r )  >/J l"/J 

 ̂P~ I p—i  ̂
+ "Lffiàft-i 

i=i I=I 

Ï'S„AI,_, + Ï'S^AZ;., v «-I i=i y 

(51) 

The Johansen maximum likelihood ratio test results are given in Table 5. From the maximum 

eigenvalue and trace statistics, we can conclude that the spot and forward exchange rates 

have one cointegrating vector for each currency. The likelihood ratio (LR) test for the null 

hypothesis of a cointegrating vector (1,-1) shows that we fail to reject the null hypothesis at 

conventional significance levels for any currency. 

49 The Johansen (1988) method has additional advantages over the Engle and Granger single equation approach. 
Unlike the Engle-Granger specification, the long-run coefficient estimates do not depend on the essentially 
arbitrary choice of the left-hand-side variable. Moreover this approach does not suffer from the small sample 
bias of the Engle-Granger static regression. Also, this method can estimate and test for the presence of multiple 
cointegration vectors. However, the Johansen procedure has been shown to be sensitive to the number of lags 
included in the VECM. We have to check whether the results are robust to variations in lag length. 
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Table 5. Johansen maximum likelihood ratio test 

Country Number of cointegrating vector Test on cointegrating vector 
H».H| H*H, A— (5* 5J Ho: 5,=-1.0 

Canada r=0,r>0 
r£l,r>l 

24.83*** 
1.80 

r=0,r=l 
r=l,r=2 

23.04*** 
1.80 

(1.000, -0.995) 1.28 

Japan r=0,rX) 
r£l,r>l 

28.80*** 
1J9 

r=0,r=l 
r=l,r=2 

27.41*** 
1J9 

(1.000, -0.998) 1.55 

Germany r=0,r>0 
rsl,r>l 

11.78 
2.71 

r=0, r=l 
r=l,r=2 

10.67* 
2.71 

(1.000, -0.993) 2.22 

United 
Kingdom 

r=0,r>0 
rsl,r>l 

23.37*** 
4.71 

r=0,r=l 
r=l, r=2 

18.66*** 
4.71 

(1.000,-1.000) 0.01 

Note: 1) 

2) 

3) 

4) 

A**c(r) = -r ln(l - A, ), A—(r.r + n=-Tmi - î .i l where i, are the estimated values of the 
i«r+l 

characteristic roots obtained from the estimated it matrix, and T is the number of usable 
observations. 
The number of lags to use in the VECM is assumed to be one. The above results are robust to 
variations in lag length included in the VECM. 

r 
The test statistic fir testing restriction on the cointegrating vector is r̂ (Ni - £) - fo(i -4)1 

i«i 

where £ and i, denote the ordered characteristic roots of the unrestricted and restricted 

models, respectively, and r is the number of cointegrating vectors. This test statistic follows a %2 

distribution with a degree of freedom equal to the number of restrictions placed on 8. 
An element of the cointegrating vector, is normalized to unity. 

Cointegration test for restricted modeL In the restricted model, we take an augmented 

Dickey-Fuller test and use their table for the critical value of psedo t-statistic because the 

cointegrating vector is already known and used to obtain the true disturbance term. The unit 

root test result for the forward premium is already given in Table 3 and the null hypothesis of 

no linear cointegration is rejected.50 

50 The interpretation of test results for linear cointegration is important to further research for threshold 
cointegration. Balke and Fomby showed that the conventional unit root tests such as the Dickey-Fuller test or 
the augmented Dickey-Fuller test used for linear cointegration are likely to be valid asymptotically for the 
threshold cointegration case. However, m finite samples, the stationary threshold processes is likely to behave 
locally as if they follow a unit root So, traditional unit root tests may not uncover the existence of threshold 
cointegration. If we fail to reject the null hypothesis of no linear cointegration, we can continue to test nonlinear 
behavior of the forecast error /) of exchange rate, fa other words, even if we reject the null hypothesis of 
no linear cointegration, we still have the possibility to check whether the cointegration relationship is nonlinear. 
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4) Threshold nonlinearity tests 

The feet that the forward premium is stationary, Le. the spot and forward exchange 

rates are co integrated with a cointegrating vector (1, -1) implies that equations (39) constitute 

a bivariate vector error correction model (VECM) in first differences of the spot and forward 

exchange rates including the error correction term. Equation (39) can be easily estimated by 

conventional OLS.51 The AR order p of the VECM was selected by the multivariate version 

of the Akaike Information Criteria (AIC) and the Schwartz Bayesian Criteria (SBC).52 The 

AIC and SBC choose p=l 1 and p=0, respectively, for the Canadian dollar, the Japanese yen, 

and the German mark and p=l and p=0, respectively, for the British pound.53 Based on these 

conflicting results, we select the parsimonious VECM with p=0 as the basic model for further 

studies. However, since autocorrelated errors due to the underspecification of AR order p 

may affect the nonlinearity test, we include VECMs with p=l, 2, 3 in our study to avoid the 

possible underspecification. The estimation results are given in Table 6. The slope estimates 

are all negative and inconsistent with the UIP condition of unity as we had explored earlier in 

this paper. Alternatively, we suggest a TVECM for capturing the UIP condition. 

Before directly estimating the TVECM, we need to test whether equation (39) follows 

the multivariate threshold model against the alternative of a linear model. There are two 

51 If each equation contains the same set of right-hand -side variables, OLS is an efficient estimation method. 
However, if each equation has different sets of right-hand-side variables, i.e. the different number of lagged 
variables, SUR is an efficient estimation method. 
52 The multivariate generalizations of the AIC and SBC are given as follws; 

xvc=riog(z|+2Ar, ssc=riog|z|+Anog(r) 

where |Zj denotes the determinant of the variance/covariance matrix of the residuals and N=total number of 

parameters estimated in all equations. 
The AR order p can also be selected by the likelihood ratio (LR) test. The results in the case of our paper are 

almost the same as for the AIC. 
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different types of multivariate tests for threshold nonlinearity, Tsay's (1998) nonparametric 

method and Lo and Zivot's (2000) parametric method. Tsay's (1998) test is a generalization 

of his (1989) univariate version whereas Zivot and Lo s (2000) tests are extensions of 

Hansen's (1997, 1999) univariate test for detecting threshold nonlinearity. Tsay's (1998) test 

has good properties for empirical application. First, it is simple and performs well in finite 

Table 6. VECM for {ft, s,) with a known cointegrating vector (1, -I)54 

As, =a, + A(/,_, -»,-i)+£(#»+4ft4f,-i)+e* 
1*1 

Country P=0 P=1 P-2 P=3 
a, A a, A a, A a, A 

Canada 0.003 
(0.001) 

-1.560 
(0.623) 

0.003 
(0.001) 

-1.338 
(0.666) 

0.002 
(0.001) 

-1.035 
(0.699) 

0.002 
(0.001) 

-1.078 
(0.731) 

Japan -0.010 
(0.003) 

-2.601 
(0.891) 

-0.010 
(0.004) 

-2.628 
(0.933) 

-0.011 
(0.004) 

-2.901 
(0.990) 

-0.011 
(0.004) 

-3.033 
(1.050) 

German -0.002 
(0.002) 

-0.745 
(0.790) 

-0.002 
(0.003) 

-0.588 
(0.802) 

-0.002 
(0.003) 

-0.490 
(0.816) 

-0.002 
(0.003) 

-0.526 
(0.829) 

United 
Kingdom 

0.006 
(0.003) 

-2.578 
(0.963) 

0.006 
(0.003) 

-2.480 
(1.016) 

0.006 
(0.003) 

-2248 
(1.067) 

0.006 
(0.003) 

-2.327 
(1.109) 

0* II S
 + Pf(ft-\ )+f(fl„Ai,_, 

1*1 
+0;?4/*/-,)+S> 

Country P =0 P- 1 P-=2 P =3 
Of A Of A Otf A Of A 

Canada 0.003 
(0.001) 

-1.783 
(0.625) 

0.003 
(0.001) 

-1.539 
(0.668) 

0.002 
(0.001) 

-1.222 
(0.701) 

0.002 
(0.001) 

-1.270 
(0.733) 

Japan -0.010 
(0.003) 

-2.685 
(0.888) 

-0.010 
(0.004) 

-2.734 
(0.931) 

-0.011 
(0.004) 

-3.005 
(0.987) 

-0.011 
(0.004) 

-3.121 
(1.046) 

German -0.002 
(0.002) 

-0.805 
(0.788) 

-0.002 
(0.003) 

-0.655 
(0.801) 

-0.002 
(0.003) 

-0.546 
(0.814) 

-0.002 
(0.003) 

-0.575 
(0.828) 

United 
Kingdom 

0.007 
(0.003) 

-2.669 
(0.959) 

0.006 
(0.003) 

-2.575 
(1.011) 

0.006 
(0.003) 

-2.337 
(1.061) 

0.006 
(0.003) 

-2.406 
(1.104) 

Note: I) P is the number of AR order. 
2) The number in the parenthesis is the standard error. 

54 We do not present the parameter estimates of lagged variables and the model specification test statistics such 
as R2, Durbm-Watson (DW) statistic due to the space. 
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samples. Second, it is applicable for co integrated systems and conditional heteroscedasticity. 

Finally, it does not depend on the form of the alternative threshold model and does not entail 

the problem of nuisance parameters.55 However, Tsay's (1998) test has a weakness since it 

does not specify the form of the alternative threshold model. Once threshold nonlinearity is 

observed by Tsay's (1998) test, there is no explicit method to select a specific threshold 

model. In contrast, Lo and Zivot's (2000) has the advantage of specifying the form of the 

alternative threshold model but encounters the problem of nuisance parameters. Hence, the 

asymptotic distribution of Lo and Zivot's (2000) sup-LR (Likelihood Ratio) test statistic is 

dependent on the nuisance parameters and the bootstrap procedure has to be used to compute 

p-values of the test statistic. According to Lo and Zivot (2000), Tsay's (1998) multivariate 

test has higher power than the sup-LR test statistic to capture threshold nonlinearity since the 

non-parametric Tsay's test may have less model specification error. In this paper, we will 

apply both Tsay's (1998) and Lo and Zivot's (2000) multivariate tests for threshold 

nonlinearity. 

Let's consider Tsay's test in the context of this paper. The basic model for testing 

threshold nonlinearity is given in equation (39). The threshold variable is assumed to be the 

lagged error correction term (f,-d - s,J), Le., the lagged forward premium. Tsay's (1998) 

multivariate threshold nonlinear test consists of several steps similar to his (1989) univariate 

test. First, a tentative AR order p and a set (S) of possible delay parameters d are selected. In 

the context of this paper, p=0,1,2,3 are selected as we explained earlier. As for the possible 

delay parameter, we begin with S-{1,2, 3,4, 5,6} assuming that policy makers intervene in 

55 The problem of nuisance parameter means that the asymptotic distributions of the test statistics are dependent 
on the unidentified parameters (so called nuisance parameters) under the null hypothesis. In this case, the 
distribution of the test statistic is non-standard and thus, the bootstrap procedure is used to compute appropriate 
p-values. 
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the foreign exchange market within six months after a shock occurs in the market.56 Second, 

we rearrange the sample data based on the increasing (or decreasing) order of the threshold 

variable and generate a sequence of recursive least squares estimates of the multivariate 

arranged regression for a given p and every element of S. Third, we obtain the standardized 

predictive residual of the multivariate arranged regression using a sequence of recursive least 

squares estimates computed by the second procedure. Then, we regress the standardized 

predictive residual on the multivariate arranged regressors and get the slope estimates of the 

regressors. The null hypothesis to be tested is zeros of the slope estimates of the regressors 

and the test statistic is as follows; 

C(d)=[n-h — m 0  -(4p + vg +1)]x(ln|Z(,|-b|Z,|) (52) 

where <£=the delay parameter, w=the number of observations, h=max(p,q,d), mo=the starting 

point of the recursive least squares estimation, *=the number of endogenous variables, p=the 

AR order of the endogenous variables, v=the number of exogenous variables, g=the AR 

order of the exogenous variables, |20| =the determinant of the matrix £0, |Z,| = the 

determinant of the matrix I,, and 

r 1 - -• 
0 ~ „ u _ , "<(/></ n — n — Wq z=in,+i 

and 

~~ 7 ~~ £ n — n — mQ i=ma*i 

56 In most papers about the TAR model, d is assumed to be less than or equal to p. However, we don't need to 
keep this assumption. 
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where fjt =the standardized predictive residual and w, = the least squares residual of 

regression of the standardized predictive residual on the multivariate arranged regressors. 

Under the null hypothesis of linearity and some regularity conditions, Tsay's (1998) test 

statistic follows asymptotically a chi-squared distribution. Tsay's test statistics for the four 

major currencies are presented in Table 7. We find evidence that the VECM representation of 

spot and forward exchange rates for each currency has threshold nonlinearity. However, the 

results heavily depend on the choice of the delay parameter d and the AR order p. 

Additionally, note that finding evidence of threshold nonlinearity through Tsay's (1998) test 

does not provide any idea of the number of regimes. 

Table 7. Tsay's multivariate threshold nonlinearity test 

Country Threshold 
Variables 

d=l d=2 d=3 d=4 d=5 d=6 

Canada = P=0 2.08 6.24 7.48 12.79** 15.74*** 15.67*** 
P=1 15.05* 12.65 8.04 16.50** 17.92** 20.86*** 
P=2 18.44 14.59 9.48 1927* 18.47 20.59* 
P=3 29.78** 18.39 17.53 25.16* 23.62 30.70** 

Japan Zf-d - P=0 7J0 6J5 729 9.58** 9.72** 7.22 
P=1 16.50** 12.42 13.06 26.15*** 18.36** 16.33** 
P=2 18.79* 14.56 17.47 27.05*** 24.77** 21.31** 
P=3 21.89 1627 19.72 35.34*** 30.41** 20.04 

Germany P=0 7.07 7.55 0.32 3.15 3.40 2.0 
P=1 15.95** 16.80** 10.54 5.83 14.79* 23.73*** 
P=2 27.22*** 20.40* 14.68 16.90 17.51 25.13** 
P=3 32.44*** 22.24 21.62 19.29 18.37 27.95** 

United Zm = P=0 14.71*** 4.50 4.10 2.88 2.18 9.47* 
Kingdom (ft-d-SuÙ P=1 27.01*** 16.42** 3.85 7.46 7.03 8.64 

P=2 31.85*** 17.95 5.03 12.46 13.35 1320 
P=3 37.18*** 25.60* 9.13 19.73 19.65 16J5 

Note: I) p is the number of AR order and d is the delay parameter. 
2) *, **, and *** implies that the statistic is significant at 10%, 5%, and 1% level, respectively. 
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In contrast, Lo and Zivot's (2000) test specifies the form of threshold nonlinearity and 

tests a null hypothesis of a linear VECM against the alternative of an m-regime TVECM 

using a sup-LR statistic.57 However, since the threshold values and delay parameters are not 

identified under the null hypothesis, the distribution of the sup-LR statistic is nonstandard 

and should be obtained through a bootstrap approximation following Hansen (1997). In Lo 

and Zivot's (2000) test, we must estimate the m-regime TVECM to test for threshold 

nonlinearity. In this section, we present only the results of the threshold nonlinearity test, 

Table 8. Lo and Zivot's multivariate threshold nonlinearity test 

Country Threshold 
Variables 

Sup-LR,2 

test statistic p-values Sup-LR,3 

test statistic 
p-values 

Canada ZLr 
(f-d'St-J 

P=0 
P=1 
P=2 
P=3 

21.55(d=6)** 
30.94(d=6)** 
77.53(d=6)*** 
84.11(d=6)*** 

0.0210 
0.0225 
0.0000 
0.0000 

47.64(d=6)**e 

93.18(d=6)*** 
I05.45(d=6)*** 
121.4(d=6)*e* 

0.0005 
0.0000 
0.0000 
0.0000 

Japan 2,-d = 

(Tbj-Si-J 

P=0 
P=1 
P=2 
P=3 

18.03(d=l)* 
22.61(4=1) 
28.17(d=l) 
29J8(d=l) 

0.0755 
0.1630 
02375 
0.4975 

22.66(d=l) 
40.30(d=l) 

61.01(d=l)*e 

6628(d=l) 

0.3110 
0.1365 
0.0365 
0.1665 

Germany %t-d — P=0 
P=1 
P=2 
P=3 

25.41(d=l)**e 

67.44(d=6)*** 
45.53(d=6)*e* 
60.78(d=l)*** 

0.0060 
0.0000 
0.0030 
0.0005 

32.87(d=l)e* 
93.36(d=6)*** 
96.88(d=6)*** 
13l.8(d=l)*ee 

0.0275 
0.0000 
0.0000 
0.0000 

United 

Kingdom 

Zi-d — 
(fhdSt-d) 

P=0 
P=1 
P=2 
P=3 

11.07(d=2) 
33.31(d=4)*e 

40.92(d=4)** 
65.19(d=4)*** 

0.5180 
0.0135 
0.0145 
0.0005 

33.16(d=2)** 
44.56(d=4)** 
60.06(d=4)** 
95.59(d=4)*** 

0.0295 
0.0795 
0.0545 
0.0040 

Note: 1) Sup-LR,% and Sup-LR,3 indicate the test statistic of a linear TVECM against alternative 
equilibrium TVECM and band TVECM, respectively. 

2) P-values are obtained by 2000 bootstrap simulations. 
3) *, **, and *** implies that the statistic is significant at 10%, 5%, and 1% level, respectively. 
4) P is the AR order and dis the delay parameter. 

37 Since there is no conventionally defined LR statistic due to the nuisance parameter, the test statistic takes the 
sup-LR form. 
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providing details of the estimation and testing procedures in the later section. The results are 

given in Table 8. In order to report the approximate p-values for sup-LRiz and sup-LR, j 

statistic, we use the bootstrap with 2000 simulation replications for each AR order p. The 

VECM of the Canadian dollar and the German mark have threshold nonlinearity features in 

both two and three regime models irrespective of the AR order. The VECM of the British 

pound has threshold nonlinearity characteristics in both the two and three regimes for all AR 

order p except p=0. The VECM of the Japanese yen has threshold nonlinearity properties in 

the two regime model with p=0 and in the three regime model with p=2, which is a very 

different result from the result obtained from our application of Tsay's (1998) test. From 

these test results, we conclude that the VECM of spot and forward exchange rates for major 

currencies display evidence of threshold nonlinearity, although the evidence is severely 

dependent on the choice of the AR order and the delay parameter. 

5) Model specification test 

Even though we reject the linearity of the basic model against the alternative of 

threshold nonlinearity, we still have many problems to cope with. Some of the most difficult 

problems in estimating threshold nonlinearity models are to find an accurate number of 

threshold regimes and appropriate nuisance parameters, Le., threshold values and delay 

parameters. Tsay (1998) does not provide a formal way to find the number of threshold 

regimes and appropriate nuisance parameters. Instead, he suggests an informal way in which 

people divide the data into subgroups according to the empirical percentiles of threshold 

variables and use the test statistic to detect any model change within each subgroup. 
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However, this method has a weakness in finding accurate threshold values and a concrete 

numbers of regimes. In contrast, Lo and Zivot's (2000) Hansen-type test allows for a 

systematic model specification test since it uses a sequential conditional least squares method 

based on nested models. In this paper, we focus on three regimes and thus we do not bother 

with the model specification test 

To decide between the equilibrium TVECM and the band TVECM, Lo and Zivot 

(2000) provide a likelihood ratio (LR) statistic 

LR* = 7Xln(|i2(z,</)|) - ln(|î3(r,</)|)) (52) 

Ê 3 (/,*/)! denote the determinants of the estimated residual co variance 

Table 9. Lo and Zivot's model specification test 

Country Threshold 
Variables 

Sup-LRB test statistic p-values 

Canada Zw, P=0 26.10*** 0.001 
-

P=1 6224*** 0.000 
P=2 27.92 0.117 
P=3 3728* 0.092 

Japan P=0 4.63 0.890 
- (ft-d-snù P=1 17.68 0217 

P=2 32.84** 0.043 
P=3 36.95* 0.097 

Germany ZH, P=0 7.46 0.587 
= (fl-d-Sl-J P=l 25.92** 0.036 

P=2 51.35*** 0.001 
P=3 70.98*** 0.000 

United Zw P=0 22.08*** 0.010 
Kingdom = (fni-Snj) P=1 1125 0.711 

P=2 19.14 0.516 
P=3 30.46 0265 

Note: 1) Sup-LRy indicates the test statistic of two regime TVECM against three regime TVECM. 
2) p-values are obtained by 2000 bootstrap simulations. 
3) *, •* and *** imply that the statistic is significant at 10%, 5%, and 1% significance level. 

where h (rM and 
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matrices from the equilibrium and the band TVECM, respectively, and y and d denote the 

vector of threshold values and the delay parameter, respectively. The asymptotic distribution 

of LR.23 does not follow a conventional x2 distribution and hence, a bootstrap method has to 

be used to calculate p-values. Table 9 gives the LR23 test statistic and p-values. It shows that 

the test statistic of the Canadian dollar is significant at the conventional significance level 

when p=0, 1, and 3, which implies that the band TVECM is significantly different from the 

equilibrium TVECM. Similarly, the band TVECM of the German mark is significantly 

different from the equilibrium TVECM at the 5% significance level when p=l, 2, and 3. For 

the Japanese yen, the band TVECM is significantly different from the equilibrium TVECM 

at the 5% significance level when p=2 and 3. As for the British pound, the band TVECM is 

significantly different from the equilibrium TVECM at the 1% significance level only when 

p=0. 

6) Model estimation and evaluation 

Once the specific TVECM is determined to be the most appropriate model for 

capturing threshold nonlinearity behavior of the spot and forward exchange rates, the next 

step is to estimate the model. We can estimate the TVECM by least squares or maximum 

likelihood estimation. In this paper, we will follow the sequential conditional multivariate 

least squares method, following Hansen (1997) and Lo and Zivot (2000). The least squares 

parameter estimators of the TVECM are derived from solving the minimisation problem. Let 

us explain the estimation procedure in the case of a band TVECM. First, for given threshold 
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values and delay parameters, we can estimate the parameters by the multivariate least squares 

method giving the residual sum of squares such as 

S3(r,,r2,<0 = (53) 

where i 3 0,i,z2.<') denotes the estimate of the residual co variance matrix of the multivariate 

least squares condtional on (//, d), and yi and x? are the lower and the upper threshold 

values, respectively, and d is the delay parameter. Second, the least square estimates of (77, 

Y2, d) are derived as follows; 

(Zi.r2»<h=argmin(S3(xl,y2,</)) (54) 

The above minimization problem can be best solved by a grid search for each possible value 

of yi. Y2, d.s% Since bootstrap methods take a lot of time to get the test statistic for the estimate, 

we restrict the possible set of yi. #, d to facilitate the estimation and inference procedures. 

The asymptotic theory suggests that we should restrict the threshold, (//, #), so that as n—xx>, 

n/n r̂ for some -oO and j=l,2,3.59 This restriction requires that all three regimes have at least 

nr observations. 

Based on the previous threshold nonlinearity and model specification test, we choose 

a band TVECM (p=0, d=6) for the Canadian dollar, a band TVECM (p=2, d=l) for the 

Japanese yen, a band TVECM (p=l, d=6) for the German mark, and a band TVECM (p=0, 

d=2) for the British pound as the best band TVECM for each currency. Under mild regularity 

conditions, Tsay (1998) shows that the sequential conditional multivariate least squares 

58 Hansen (1997) indicated that even though the possible set of y,,#, d is a bit large, it would not take much time 
to finish the fiill grid search with the help of the development of high speed personal computers. 
59 hi practice, t is set between 0.05 and 0.15. In our paper, we set 0.10 as a basis and adjust the value by the unit 
of 0.01 to find whether the estimation result depends on this value. 
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estimates are strongly consistent and are asymptotically normally distributed independent of 

the threshold values and the delay parameter. However, since we have no distribution theory 

for the parameter estimates in the finite sample case, standard errors do not provide much 

information on either the inference or the hypothesis test of the parameter estimates. 

However, we still report standard errors for possible future research purposes. 

The estimated band TVECM for each currency is shown in Table 10. According to 

the test result, the slope estimate of the error correction term, Le., the forward premium, in 

regimes 1 and 3 of the band TVECM is still negative in the Canadian dollar but positive in 

the German mark and the Japanese yen. As for the British pound, the results are mixed in the 

sense that the slope estimate of regime 1 is negative and the slope estimate of regime 3 is 

positive. The threshold values and the number of observations in each regime for the 

Canadian dollar seem very reasonable. The lower and the upper threshold values have 

different signs and regime 2 has the most of the observations. In contrast, the other three 

currencies have the same sign of threshold values and either regime 1 or regime 3 has too 

many observations. The standard deviations of the parameter estimates for the Canadian 

dollar are pretty small compared to the other three currencies. The Japanese yen has large 

standard deviations of the estimates in regimes 1 and 3 and the German mark shows large 

standard deviations of the estimates in regime 3. In contrast, the British pound shows 

relatively small standard deviations of the estimates in each regime compared to the Japanese 

and German currencies but still has large standard deviations in regime 3. Based on these 

findings, we argue that the parameter estimates in each regime for the Japanese yen and the 

German mark are suspicious although the slope estimates of the forward premium in regimes 

1 and 3 are positive for the Japanese yen and German mark. 
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Table 10. The band TVECM for ( f ,  s , )  with a known cointegrating vector (1, -1) 

Country variable Regime 1 Regime 2 Regime 3 
M àf, Ast AT, As, àf, 

Canada constant 0.007 0.007 0.0003 0.0003 0.008 0.009 
(0.003) (0.003) (0.002) (0.002) (0.003) (0.003) 

(p=0,d=6) (ft-i - si-i) -1.832 -2.558 -2.004 -2.131 -2.120 -2.360 
(1.617) (1.616) (1.001) (1.000) (0.959) (0.958) 

Zt-d z.̂ S-0.0002, -0.0002<z,̂ 5 0.0019, z,̂ > 0.0019, 
n,=22 n2= 122 03=66 

Japan constant 0.012 0.011 -0.002 0.0002 -0.009 -0.009 
(0.011) (0.011) (0.102) (0.102) (0.004) (0.004) 

(p=21d=l) (ft-i - st-i) 0.136 -0.045 6.536 7.415 0.728 0.667 
(1.937) (1.934) (36.783) (36.710) (2.555) (2.550) 

An -1.939 -2.002 12.739 11.82 -2.802 -2.975 An 
(2.766) (2.761) (10.486) (10.466) (4.113) (4.105) 

ASH 1.933 1.989 -13.052 -12.142 2.943 3.117 ASH 
(2.766) (2.761) (10.468) (10.447) (4.126) (4.118) 
-0.468 -0.693 41.646 41.013 -5.136 -5.076 
(2.805) (2.800) (13.440) (13.413) (3.896) (3.888) 

Af»-2 0.474 0.706 -41.871 -41241 5.157 5.098 Af»-2 
(2.803) (2.797) (13.449) (13.422) (3.899) (3.891) 

X t̂ z,.,60.0032, -0.0032<ZmS-0.0025, z,., >-0.0025, 
n ,= =79 n2=30 03= 101 

Germany constant 0.019 0.017 -0.046 -0.047 -0.001 -0.001 
(0.012) (0.012) (0.010) (0.010) (0.004) (0.004) 

(p=l, d=6) (ft-t - *i-i) 2.730 2.198 -12.971 -13.347 0.260 0264 
(2.898) (2.888) (2.891) (2.881) (1230) (1255) 
9214 8.864 -6.309 -6.413 -3.501 -3.729 

(3270) (3259) (4.757) (4.741) (5.986) (5.966) 
4fbt -9.511 -9.161 5.999 6.102 3.704 3.928 4fbt 

(3.304) (3293) (4.713) (4.697) (6.013) (5.993) 
z,4sS -0.0034, -0.0034<z,̂ <-0.0018, Zwf-0.0018 

n,= =58 n?=64 "3= =88 

United constant 0.007 0.007 0.118 0.114 -0.022 -0.021 
Kingdom (0.003) (0.003) (0.032) (0.032) (0.019) (0.019) 

(p=0, d=2) (ft-i - sI -I ) -3.186 -3276 -40.635 -39.487 3.690 3.577 
(1.530) (1.525) (10.321) (10289) (3.895) (3.882) 

4.220 0027, 0.0027<z,.250.0034, z,.z>0.0034, 
n.= 127 Or =21 n3=62 

Note: 1) P is the AR order and dis the delay parameter. 
2) Zh# is the threshold variable. 
3) The left-hand and right-hand side value of the inequality sign in the threshold variable 

row of each regime means the lower and the upper threshold values. 
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There is a possibility of structural change during the sample period, which might 

cause a bias in the slope estimate of the forward premium. If we look at Figure 4, the one-

month forward premium, we can see the forward premium for the German mark and the 

Japanese yen are highly autocorrelated from 1990 through 1996, which is exactly the same 

period of the German unification process.60 In other words, during the period of the German 

unification, the spot and forward exchange rates for the two major currencies against the U.S. 

dollar deviated continuously from the long-run equilibrium and came back again to the long-

run equilibrium in 1996. In order to confirm this conjecture, we need to reestimate the 

TVECM for these two currencies considering the structural change. There are two ways to 

deal with the structural change. First, we may exclude the sample data for the two currencies 

during the German unification period. However, in this approach we lose some important 

information contained in the excluded data. Second, we may replace the denomination 

currency by the German marie or the other currency instead of the U.S. dollar. In our paper, 

we adopt both approaches and find that the second idea does not solve the structural change 

problem. Hence, we develop the first idea. We «estimated the TVECMs for the Japanese yen 

and the German mark using the subsample data for the period of July 1978 through 

December 1989. Table 11 contains the estimation results.61,62 

60 With the fall of the Berlin wall in November 1989, the process of the German unification had been rapidly 
progressed. In May 1990, only a year later, the "State Treaty on the Economic, Monetary and Social Union" of 
two Germanys was signed and went into effect less than two months later in July 1990. Finally, in September 
1990, the "Treaty on the Final Settlement with Respect to Germany" was signed in Moscow and thus 
Germany's unity and full sovereignty were restored. However, the German economy had stumbled for a few 
years since the unification and finally went back to the normal levels in 1997. 
61 We also tested another possible structural change during the subsample period from October 1982 through 
July 1993. The selection of this subsample period was based on the timing of the major changes in U.S. 
monetary policy. According to M. Christensen (2000), U.S. monetary policy was changed from controlling 
money to controlling interest rates in October 1982 and die Federal Reserve decided not to use monetary targets 
any longer as a guideline for its monetary policy in July 1993. The test result does not provide better results 
than those from the entire sample period. 
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The newly estimated TVECMs for the two currencies are much different from the 

previous ones. Especially, the parameter estimates have very small standard deviations 

except those for the differenced lagged variables of regime 1 in the Japanese yen. The slope 

estimate of the forward premium term for each currency is still inconsistent with the UIP 

condition. 

Table 11. The band TVECM for the Japanese yen and the German mark 

Country variable Regime 1 Regime 2 Regime 3 
As, 4f, As, 4ft As, àft 

Japan constant 0.063 0.062 -0.111 -0.109 -0.019 -0.020 
(0.027) (0.027) (0.032) (0.032) (0.006) (0.006) 

(p=l,d=4) (fbi - st-i) 7.063 6.785 -16.179 -15.926 -5.751 -5.956 
(3.604) (3.587) (5.017) (4.994) (1.847) (1.839) 

às î 3.145 3.071 -13.756 -13256 -5.195 -5.417 às î 
(5.069) (5.046) (9.093) (9.050) (3.692) (3.674) 

4ft-i -3.221 -3.148 13.199 12.674 5.162 5.379 4ft-i 
(5.172) (5.148) (9.111) (9.068) (3.685) (3.668) 

Zm ZMS-0.0068, -0.0068<z,_t5-0.0049, Zm>-0.0049, 
nr =21 «2= =14 n3=97 

Germany constant 0.031 0.029 -0.066 -0.067 -0.045 -0.046 
(0.012) (0.012) (0.017) (0.017) (0.010) (0.010) 

(P=l, d=5) (ft-i ~ 3t-i) 5.757 5.198 -21246 -21.686 -13.348 -13.547 
(2.841) (2.829) (4.833) (4.814) (3.164) (3.151) 

As î 10.730 10.328 9.908 9.752 -16.320 -16.418 As î 
(3304) (3.291) (5221) (5201) (5.594) (5.572) 
-11.022 -10.622 -10.017 -9.857 16.077 16.169 
(3.343) (3.330) (5.166) (5.146) (5.577) (5.555) 

z,.$  ̂-0.0039, -0.0039<z,.$S-0.0030, z»y>-0.0030, 
n,=46 Or =29 n3= =57 

Noie: 1) Subsample period is from July 1978 through December 1988. 
2) P is the AR order and dis the delay parameter. 
3) zn is the threshold variable. 
4) The minimum fraction (t) of total observations in each regime for the Japanese yen and 

the German mark is 0.1 and 0.11, respectively. 
5) The left-hand and right-hand side value of the inequality sign in the threshold variable 

row of each regime means the lower and the upper threshold values. 

62 We also changed the minimum fraction (t) of total observations in each regime to figure out whether the 
slope estimate is influenced by a change of this ratio. We changed the value of t from 0.05 to 0.15 by 
increments of 0.01. The results are not much different from the results for t=0.1. As the last extension, we 
considered the possibility of a different threshold variable, replacing the forward premium (frsù by the forecast 
error (,srfhl), which is a more stable time series. However, the idea also did not help us find a better result 
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These features, however, do not imply that the TVECMs for these currencies are 

misspecified. It only means that it is difficult to give plausible explanations to these 

estimation results from the perspective of the UIP condition. Hence, we can argue that even 

though the estimated TVECM does not fully explain the UIP puzzle, they may be used as a 

predictor of short-term movements in exchange rates. In the next section, we will prove this 

argument using out-of-sample forecasting. 

Now, let us give some graphical interpretations to the estimated TVECMs to provide 

better ideas of what we have done so far. Figure 6 illustrates how the estimated thresholds 

divide each forward premium series into three regimes. Figure 7 depicts a linear regression in 

each regime of the TVECM for the Canadian dollar and also includes a graph of a 

conventional UIP regression.63 As shown in Figure 7, a band TVECM is obtained by 

separating the original data cluster into three groups based on threshold values and then, by 

estimating a linear regression within each group. 

Finally, we need to check the stability condition for the estimated TVECM. As 

presented earlier in this chapter, the stability condition is |l -c/ + <1, where c{ andc  ̂ are 

the coefficients of the forward premium in regime j=l, 3. From Table 10 and 11, we have 

found that the TVECM for each currency satisfies this condition.64 

63 We omit the graphs for the other three currencies since they look like almost the same pattern as that for the 
Canadian dollar. 
64 When we estimate TVECM usmg the entire sample, the Gaman mark slightly violates the stability condition 
for the TVECM in regime 3 fa the sense that |l-cf +< |̂ for the currency is almost 1. This problem may be 

caused by the persistent deviation of the spot and forward exchange rate from the long-run equilibrium 
relationship during the period of the German unification process. 
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Figure 6. Three regimes of the band TVECM for four major currencies 
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Figure 7. Regression in each regime of TVECM and conventional UIP regression (Canada) 
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We can summarize the estimation results as follows. First, we found positive slope 

estimates of the forward premium in regime 1 of some currencies using the threshold 

cointegration approach to solve the UIP puzzle. However, we must reluctantly admit that we 

did not succeed in finding robust evidence for the UIP condition. Second, we tested the 

possible variation of the original model such as a structural change in the sample period, 

changes in the minimum fraction (r) of total observations in each regime, and the selection of 

an alternative threshold variable. These variations, however, did not provide a consistent 

result across the currencies. Instead, we found that the spot and forward exchange rates for 

the German mark and the Japanese yen deviated persistently from the long-run equilibrium 

relationship during the German unification period from 1990 through 1996, and that the 

TVECM for the two currencies should probably be re-estimated excluding the sample data 

for the period of the German unification. 

7) Out-of-sampleforecasting 

Finally, we conduct an out-of-sample forecasting exercise using the estimated 

TVECM for the four major currencies. There are two purposes for the out-of-sample 

forecasting using the TVECM. First, the out-of-sample forecasting can be used to indirectly 

assess how well the TVECM is estimated. Second, through the out-of-sample forecasting, we 

can prove the argument that the TVECM may be used as a predictor of short-term 

movements in exchange rates. 

In testing the out-of-sample forecasting power, we use rolling regressions with the 

parameters successively reestimated with each new data point. We estimate the out-of-
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sample forecasts of the spot exchange rate one-month ahead for the four major currencies 

using the TVECM. The sample period for the Canadian dollar and the British pound is from 

July 1978 through June 1996 and the last twelve months from July 1995 through June 1996 

are reserved for the out-of-sample forecasting test. In contrast, the sample period for the 

Japanese yen and the German mark runs from July 1978 through December 1989 and the last 

twelve months from January 1989 through December 1989 are reserved for the out-of-sample 

Table 12. Comparison of forecasting results 

TVECM VECM Random 
Walk 

Conventional UIP regression 
Equation (7) Equation (8) 

Canada RMSE 0.0081 0.0089 0.0083 0.0086 0.0084 
(1.0000) (1.1008) (1.0181) (1.0625) (1.0350) 

MAE 0.0061 0.0067 0.0066 0.00671 0.0065 
(1.0000) (1.0935) (1.0807) (1.0941) (1.0578) 

Japan RMSE 0.0347 0.0364 0.0367 0.0375 0.0391 
(1.0000) (1.0509) (1.0598) (1.0826) (1.1280) 

MAE 0.0281 0.0297 0.0298 0.0307 0.0319 
(1.0000) (1.0581) (1.0626) (1.0943) (1.1367) 

Germany RMSE 0.0342 0.0352 0.0368 0.0364 0.0370 
(1.000) (1.0299) (1.0765) (1.0657) (1.0836) 

MAE 0.0279 0.0293 0.0326 0.0307 0.0334 
(1.000) (1.0519) (1.1697) (1.1003) (1.1998) 

United RMSE 0.0204 0.0207 0.0202 0.0204 0.0204 
Kingdom (1.0000) (1.0180) (0.9909) (1.0000) (1.0015) 

MAE 0.0171 0.0175 0.0166 0.0171 0.0168 
(1.0000) (1.0218) (0.9698) (1.0011) (0.9812) 

Note: 1) Sample period for the Canadian dollar and the British pound is the whole sampling period 
from July 1978 through June 1996. h contrast, sample period for the Japanese yen and the 
German mark is from July 1978 through December 1989. Forecast period for the Canadian 
dollar and the British pound is from July 1995 through June 1996. In contrast, forecast period 
for the Japanese yen and the German mark is from January 1981 through December 1989. 

2) The number m the parenthesis denotes its ratio to the corresponding figure for the TVECM. 
Thus a figure greater than I indicates superior relative performance by the TVECM. 

3) RMSE and MAE denote root-mean-square-error and mean-absolute-error, respectively. 
TVECM and VECM denote threshold vector error correction model and vector error 
correction model, respectively. Forward premium regression and forward rate regression 
under the conventional UIP regression indicate equation (7) specification and equation (8) 
specification, respectively. 
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forecasting. Table 12 gives detailed results of the accuracy of these forecasts using the well-

known root-mean-squared-error (RMSE) and the mean-abso lute-error (MAE) criteria.65 The 

table also gives the accuracy of four alternative forecasts: the forecasts produced by the first 

order VECM, a random walk forecasts, and forecasts produced by two conventional UIP 

regressions. In general, the TVECM outperforms the other models except for the random 

walk forecast of the British pound. For example, the RMSE of the TVECM forecast for the 

Canadian dollar is 0.0081 whereas the RMSE of the VECM forecast is 0.0089, which 

indicates a 10% reduction in RMSE by using the TVECM forecast against the VECM 

forecast. The TVECM forecast for the Canadian dollar against a random walk forecast shows 

about a 2% reduction in RMSE and an 8% reduction in MAE. These results are robust across 

the currencies. Even though we provide only one-month ahead forecasts for twelve months, 

the consistent superiority of the TVECM forecasts across the currencies does make us 

conclude that the TVECM for the four major currencies is well estimated, and that they can 

be used as a predictor of short-term movements of exchange rates. 

65 RMSE and MAE are defined as follows: 

IV-. , . 
Z(*£y>* -st+/+h) I N  

J=" 
, MAE = / N where h denotes the forecast step, 

s,Cy+A denotes the h month ahead forecast value of the spot exchange rate, st+J+h is the actual realized value of 

the spot exchange rate at time t+j+h and IV indicates the total number of forecasts in the out-of-sample period. 
In our paper, h=l and AN 12. 
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CHAPTERS. CONCLUSION 

In this paper, we have attempted to explain the puzzling results of the conventional 

empirical tests for the UIP condition using the threshold cointegration approach. Instead of 

taking a univariate threshold autoregressive (TAR) model used in the previous studies, we 

took a threshold vector error correction model (TVECM).66 We argue that the negative slope 

estimate of the forward premium in the conventional single UIP equation might be caused by 

the misspecified model that fails to capture the nonlinear behavior of the data generating 

process. The estimation results using Lo and Zivot's (2000) Hansen-type multivariate test 

show that the slope estimate of the forward premium in the context of TVECM using the 

entire sample has positive or negative signs depending on the regime of the currencies. The 

Japanese yen and the German mark have positive slope estimates of the forward premium in 

the outer regime but the estimated coefficients are not close to the unity. In contrast, the 

Canadian dollar has still a negative slope estimate and the British pound has a positive slope 

estimate for the regime 1 and a negative slope estimate for the regime 3. 

These mixed results for the four major currencies may be due to the innate structural 

changes in each currency during the sample period or the restriction of the minimum fraction 

of the observations in each regime or the possibility of an alternative threshold variable. 

Related to the structural changes, we found that the spot and forward exchange rates for the 

German mark and the Japanese yen against the U.S. dollar deviated continuously from the 

long-run equilibrium during the period of the German unification from 1990 through 1996. 

Hence, we reestimated the TVECM for the two currencies excluding the sample data during 

66 Strictly speaking, Coakley and Fueites (1999) used the univariate threshold cointegration approach to test the 
forward rate unbiased ness hypothesis (FRUH) instead of the UIP condition. 
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the German unification period. The newly estimated TVECM for these currencies is found to 

have better statistical properties but is still inconsistent with the unity of slope estimate of the 

forward premium term suggested by the UIP condition. The Japanese yen, the German mark 

and the British pound have a positive slope estimate for regime 1 and a negative slope 

estimate for regime 3. However, the estimated coefficient of regime 1 for each currency is 

still not close to unity. In contrast, considering the other two possibilities such as changing 

the minimum fraction of the observations in each regime and the alternative threshold 

variable do not alter the main consequences of the initially estimated TVECM. 

Finally, we constructed out-of-sample forecasts using the TVECM to assess the 

fitness of the estimated model and to confirm the argument that the TVECM may be used as 

a predictor of short-term movements in exchange rates. The out-of-sample forecast produced 

by using the TVECM is found to be generally superior to those obtained by using alternative 

models such as the VECM, a random walk model and the two conventional UIP regression 

models. 

Based on these findings, we conclude that the threshold cointegration approach does 

not provide a robust evidence of the UIP condition, and that the UIP puzzle still remains 

partially unsolved. However, our paper gives some contribution to the study of the UIP 

puzzle and the application of the threshold cointegration approach. First, we took a general 

review of the theoretical and empirical studies on the UIP condition including the most recent 

research, especially the threshold cointegration approach. Second, we found that the spot and 

forward exchange rates for the four major currencies have the threshold nonlinearity. Third, 

we estimated the band and the equilibrium TVECM for the spot and forward exchange rates 

and found the results are partially consistent with the UIP condition. Forth, we constructed 
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out-of-sample forecasts using the TVECM and four alternative models and found that the 

TVECM has the best forecast ability based on the RMSE and MAE criteria. According to 

this finding, the estimated TVECM can be used as a predictor of short-term movements in 

exchange rates even though it does not folly explain the UIP puzzle. 

As a topic of future study for the application of the threshold cointegration approach, 

we recommend the distribution property of the parameter estimate of the TVECM be 

founded. If we could get to understand the distribution property of the parameter estimate, we 

could make an inference or the hypothesis test on the parameter estimates of the TVECM. 
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